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ABSTRACT
People with chronic pain (PCP) are recommended to follow home-based
physical rehabilitation programmes. However, as exercise adherence is typically
low, recent research has turned to the development of exergame technology
(EXT) to make chronic pain (CP) home-rehabilitation more fun, engaging and
motivating, with the overall aim of increasing exercise adherence rates. CPspecific EXTs are still in early stages of development, but limited testing
combined with a lack of user-involvement and home-research raise doubts as to
the long-term efficacy of EXT interventions in the home.
The current study takes a qualitative, exploratory approach, to
investigate current activity practices in the homes of PCP, in order to better
understand user needs and barriers for physical activity in the home. We
explored the relationship between home geography, situated activity and
integration of technology, with the aim of extracting design recommendations
for CP rehabilitation technology. Home ethnographies with 8 participants were
conducted, allowing for a rich dataset consisting of semi-structured interviews,
observations and photographs. Additionally, three follow-up interviews were
carried out to further explore situated activity and home geography.
All data was analysed using thematic analysis and five main themes
emerged around the home geography, highlighting the home as routine and
housework, social space, personal space, physical space and the home in a wider
context. These different home-dimensions each contribute to the what, when,
how and where of situated activity, while also influencing aspects of technology
integration into the home. The findings especially highlighted the variety of
activities situated within the home as well as the jarring disconnect between
structured exercises and day-to-day activities in everyday life.
Our findings have important implications, indicating that current EXTs
do not meet CP-needs for rehabilitation-technology, as they focus on
structured exercise in a fixed place, rather than addressing CP-specific
psychological barriers and supporting day-to-day activity in the entirety of the
home-space. Instead, our results highlight a need to redefine and reorient
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home-rehabilitation technologies to empower PCP and increase engagement
with life. We stress the importance of gaining a better understanding of CP
home geography, and consider how more flexible technologies, such as mobile
or wearable systems, may support home-rehabilitation. These offer greater
potential in empowering PCP, through allowing them to control when, where,
how and what activities to do, helping them build towards valued life-goals.

Word count: 14,948
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Chronic pain (CP) is a major health problem, affecting approximately 19%
of adult Europeans (Breivik, Collett, Ventafridda, Cohen, & Gallacher, 2006).
The condition severely affects over 10 million people in the UK alone, with an
estimated annual cost of £5 billion (British Pain Society, 2008). CP involves
pain despite healing of injury, and is a complex condition that affects numerous
aspects of daily life, including physical, psychological, social and vocational
functioning (Turk & Okifuji, 2002). Maintaining regular activity is key to painmanagement for people with CP (PCP), as it is associated with important
physical improvements as well as a range of positive long-term outcomes
related to quality of life (Williams, Eccleston, & Morley, 2012).
To promote exercise, physiotherapists and other healthcare professionals
encourage PCP to follow prescribed home-exercises or home-rehabilitation
programmes. However, the experience of pain combined with additional
psychological barriers (e.g. fear of injury, activity-avoidance, and protective
behaviours), make it difficult for PCP to sustain regular exercise, such that
exercise programmes often suffer from low adherence rates (Schönauer,
Pintaric, Kaufmann, Jansen-Kosterink, & Vollenbroek, 2011).
Recent HCI research is exploring the use of exergaming technology (EXT;
a fusion between motion tracking technology and serious games) to make
home-rehabilitation more fun and engaging, with the aim of increasing homeexercise adherence. However, research on CP-specific EXT is still in its infancy.
Although initial results show promise in terms of participant responses and
improvements in physical capability, EXT designed for CP home-rehabilitation
have only been tested for short periods of time, in laboratory environments
(Jansen-Kosterink et al., 2013; Schönauer et al., 2011). Thus, the long-term
efficacy, suitability, and user-adoption of EXT rehabilitation in the home
remain unknown.
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Current research around CP EXT-design lacks user-involvement and
home-research. This is a significant gap, as assistive technologies designed for
the home should establish and ensure a ‘good fit’ between the rehabilitationintervention, and local home-contexts and practices (Randall, Harper, &
Rouncefield, 2007). Furthermore, a recent qualitative study exploring CPspecific barriers and needs for physical activity also highlighted that EXT fails
to address psychological barriers of PCP (Singh, Klapper, & Jia, 2014). Thus, it
is important that HCI researchers explore the activity practices and home
environment of PCP, to better understand CP-needs for home-rehabilitation
and design suitable home-technologies.
The literature shows that the home-geography is incredibly meaningful
and multi-layered; a complex landscape that is at once private and shared,
personal and social, spiritual and material (Roush & Cox, 2000). These different
dimensions of the home all contribute to influencing the home environment as
a therapeutic landscape for PCP (Williams, 2002), impacting on situated
activity, as well as the integration of home-technologies.
While some studies have addressed the home geography to show that
there are considerable challenges for the acceptance of new technologies
(Grönvall & Verdezoto, 2013), there is currently no HCI research examining the
relationship between home geography and situated activity – particularly not
within the realm of CP home-rehabilitation.
The current study fills this research gap, exploring existing activity
practices in the homes of PCP, as well as the relationship between the home
geography, situated activity and technology integration. We use ethnographic
methods to extract design recommendations for CP home-rehabilitation
technologies, with the aim of contributing to numerous bodies of research,
including the literature on home geography, situated physical activity, and CPtechnologies.
The following chapter presents relevant background research, reviewing
the literature surrounding CP, rehabilitation technology, and home
!
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geographies. Thereafter, Chapter 3 describes the ethnographic and qualitative
analysis methods employed. Chapter 4 presents the results, revealing the
central role of the home geography, influencing both situated activity and
technology integration. Chapter 5 considers the results in the context of
previous literature, engaging in a wider discussion on the implications of the
findings, design recommendations, contribution to the literature, and
limitations as well as directions for future research. Finally, Chapter 6
concludes by highlighting our key findings and contributions.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
We review the research on CP and physical activity, technology for homebased rehabilitation, and home geographies. The implications of previous
research are then summarised in section 2.5.

2.2 Chronic pain and physical activity
CP is defined as pain that persists past three months, where neither
lesion nor pathology is present (Turk & Rudy, 1987). It is distinctly different
from acute pain, and cannot be cured in a majority of cases (Du et al., 2011).
The enduring pain influences all aspects of human functioning: physical,
psychological, social and vocational (Turk & Okifuji, 2002).
Regular physical activity is important for PCP, with considerable painmanagement benefits. Exercise reduces physical weakening and stiffness, and
increases feelings of self-efficacy and confidence in physical ability, while
preventing further spreading of pain (Gatchel, Peng, Peters, Fuchs, & Turk,
2007). Thus, staying active can help PCP make considerable gains in
physiological and psychological aspects of everyday functioning (Williams et al.,
2012).
However, maintaining regular exercise is a struggle for most individuals
with CP. A significant barrier to exercise is pain-related fear of movement, as
movement is perceived as threatening, and a potential cause of pain
exacerbation (Crombez, Eccleston, Van Damme, Vlae, & Karoly, 2012). Painrelated fear is an adaptive response in acute pain, promoting healing- and carerelated behaviours. In CP, however, the sensation of pain is not connected to
injury, and pain-related fear is maladaptive, resulting instead in catastrophic
thinking about movement (Singh et al., 2014) and activity avoidance
behaviours (Leeuw et al., 2007; Vlaeyen & Linton, 2000).
Fear of movement also causes PCP to adopt harmful protective
behaviours, e.g. guarding and using support (see Figure 1; Keefe & Block, 1982;
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Martel, Thibault, & Sullivan, 2010). These lead to a restriction of movement
that often causes further exacerbation of pain, worsening emotional states, and
increased activity-avoidance (Aung et al., 2013). In addition, protective
behaviours are difficult to control, and many PCP are even unaware of
exhibiting these behaviours. When combined with inadequate pain
management strategies, protective behaviours can become habitual with time,
leading to reduced exercise gains, and sometimes even motor impairments
(Keefe, Block, 1982; Volpe et al., 2006).

Figure 1. The left side-panel shows an example of non-pain walking, while the right side-panel shows

protective pain-related behaviour in walking. The examples are drawn from Aung et al.’s (2013) study,
and the avatars were created based on motion-capture data of walking behaviours in healthy
participants and PCP.

Inadequate coping strategies and low confidence in motor abilities
represent further impediments to exercise (Aung et al., 2013; Schönauer,
Pintaric, & Kaufmann, 2011). Combined, these psychological barriers make it
difficult for PCP to build toward long-term activity objectives, often leading to
a vicious cycle of deteriorating physiology and decreasing confidence in physical
ability, followed by increasing pain and activity-avoidance behaviours
(Hasenbring, 2000; Van Weering, Vollenbroek-Hutten, Tönis, & Hermens,
2009). !
A balanced increase in physical activity is central to changing harmful
activity patterns. However, adherence to home-rehabilitation is typically low,
due to the aforementioned barriers to activity (Aung et al., 2013). Medina-
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Mirapeix, Escolar-Reina, Gascón-Cánovas, Montilla-Herrador, and Collins
(2009) estimate that adherence rates can be as low as 50%. This represents a
major obstacle to successful pain-management, as regular exercise is associated
with superior long-term gains in pain experience, global change (Petersen,
Larsen, & Jacobsen, 2007), work absenteeism (Taimela, Diederich, Hubsch, &
Heinricy, 2000), and overall well-being (Leeuw et al., 2007).

2.3 Technology and physical rehabilitation
Recently, research has focused on the use of telehealth to deliver physical
rehabilitation programmes, and increase home-exercise adherence for PCP
(Jansen-Kosterink et al., 2013; Schönauer et al., 2011). Motion-tracking
systems have been identified as especially promising for exercise therapy and
monitoring. Many of these systems involve exergame technology (EXT), which
combine physical rehabilitation with ‘serious games’ designed for training and
education purposes rather than entertainment (O’Huiginn, Smyth, Coughlan,
Fitzgerald, & Caulfield, 2009; Perry et al., 2009). The literature refers to these
systems using a variety of terms, including therapeutic games, virtual-reality
therapy and therapeutic exergames, but they all fall under the broad category of
motion tracking EXT for physical rehabilitation.
2.3.1 Exergames
Exergames are markedly different from traditional physical rehabilitation
programmes, which often comprise of no more than a booklet with exercises.
Exergames are far more interactive, allowing people to exercise while playing a
computer game. During the game, the user’s motions are monitored through
various sensors, such that accurate performance of the exercises corresponds to
high in-game performance (Jansen-Kosterink et al., 2013). This integration of
gaming and telehealth is believed to increase patient motivation to exercise
through providing a more fun and motivating environment (Kato, 2010) and
distracting users from exercise-disabling symptoms (O’Connor, Fitzgerald,
Cooper, Thorman, & Boninger, 2001). Thus, EXT offers potential for increasing
exercise adherence to home-based exercise programmes – especially in
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comparison to traditional programmes, which are often perceived as boring and
bland (Jansen-Kosterink et al., 2013; Schönauer et al., 2011).
Motion-tracking technologies used in exergames vary greatly between
different system-designs. One example is marker-based optical full body
MoCap (Schönauer et al., 2011), which requires users to wear body suits with
series of reflective markers, tracked by several cameras to determine the user’s
three-dimensional position. MoCap allows for highly precise motion tracking,
but is also expensive, cumbersome, and uncomfortable (Chang et al., 2012;
Schönauer et al., 2011). Therefore, this system is ill-suited for home-based
exergames and is often used in laboratory settings. Recent advances in
technology have enabled more affordable commercial options for
motion=tracking, such as the Playstation Move, Nintendo Wii Remote and
Microsoft Kinect (Chang, Chen, & Huang, 2011). These technologies are less
precise, but considerably more accessible for home-use. The Kinect is a
particularly popular choice as it allows for full-body, three-dimensional joint
and motion-tracking without any handheld controllers or reflective markers
(Chang et al., 2011). Additionally, the device easy to set-up, and is already
associated with a wide range of commercial exergames for the home (Chang et
al., 2011).
Although commercial exergames already exist on the market, research
emphasises the need for therapeutic exergames to be designed for specific
therapy programmes (Perry et al., 2011). This adaptation element is important,
as commercial exergames are generally designed for healthy players, making
the game-play too difficult and fast-paced for impaired patients (JansenKosterink et al., 2013). Moreover, commercial games target improving general
physical capabilities, rather than pathology specific motor skills, and the focus
lies on game performance (e.g. high score) rather than patient outcomes
(Jansen-Kosterink et al., 2013). Thus, it is important that exergames are
designed to match therapy-specific exercises and outcomes to ensure
therapeutic success and truly promote positive patient-outcomes in homerehabilitation.
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Preliminary research on CP-specific EXT shows promise. JansenKosterink et al.'s (2013) exergame used MoCap technology to help improve
motor ability in participants with CP. Their system was tested with 10 pain
patients over 4-6 sessions across a 4-week period, in laboratory settings (see
Figure 2). Their results revealed that participants found the EXT motivating
and enjoyable. Additionally, participants also showed improvements in motor
ability as a result of the EXT intervention.

Figure 2.!MoCap&motion+tracking&system&used&in&Jansen+Kosterink&et&al.’s&(2013)&study.

In another study, (Schönauer et al., 2011) developed EXT targeting
rehabilitation of the lower back and neck areas of PCP. They compared the
game on two different systems (MoCap and Kinect), with 6 pain patients over 4
weeks (see Figure 3). Preliminary results demonstrated that the game was
generally stable and usable, and participants responded positively to the gameplay. Additionally, a clinical trend showed decreasing disability and pain
intensity scores, as well as an increase in walking ability after the training
period. Furthermore, although the Kinect resulted in less precise monitoring,
the researchers concluded that it was an adequate substitute for the MoCap
system.
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Figure 3.!Motion8tracking!system!used!in!Schönauer!et!al.'s!(2011)!study.

A main shortcoming with these studies is the brevity of the evaluation
period, which raises doubts as to the long-term feasibility of EXT. Another
problem is that testing was limited to laboratory-environments, in the presence
of researchers or healthcare professionals. Therefore, it is also unclear how the
EXTs would be used in homes, and whether the positive physical outcomes
would transfer to home-settings where PCP self-manage their condition.
Furthermore, neither study explored user-needs in the EXT design-process.
Schönauer et al. (2011) relied entirely on existing design principles for
exergames, while Jansen-Kosterink et al. (2013) developed their game based on
consultations with technical and clinical professionals. While design principles
and professional expertise have an important role in rehabilitation design,
assistive home-technologies needs to account for the situated needs of PCP.
Research specifically emphasises that the acceptance and use of technology
greatly depends on user expectations, and establishing a good fit between the
intervention content and specific needs of the users (Wessels, Dijcks, Soede,
Gelderblom, & Witte, 2003). Currently, EXT focuses entirely on physical
performance, failing to address the psychological needs of PCP, such as
psychological barriers to activity (Singh et al., 2014).
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2.3.2 CP-specific technologies beyond EXT
Other monitoring technologies are better at addressing the full spectrum
of CP needs. One example is the SMART2 system (Rosser et al., 2011), designed
in close collaboration with both pain patients and clinicians to ensure a usercentred approach. The system consists of a mobile device for monitoring
activity and providing real-time feedback, as well as a home-based hub-device
for setting activity goals and monitoring progress. SMART2 targets harmful
cycles of activity avoidance followed by detrimental over-activity by facilitating
appropriate pacing, as well as encouraging individuals to perform physical
activity in the form of valued everyday activities. However, the system is not
entirely self-managed, as users require help from trained professionals to
identify initial activity goals and set up the system (Duggan et al., 2013). This is
problematic, as healthcare systems for chronic conditions are increasingly
moving towards entirely self-managed technology (Rosser et al., 2011).
Furthermore, SMART2 only addresses pacing needs, neglecting other
important pain-related factors such as pain-related fear, protective behaviours,
and the overall need to maintain a healthy level of everyday physical activity.
Another system that addresses psychological barriers, is Singh et al.’s
(2014) Going-With-The-Flow, which targets lower back rehabilitation, and
facilitates a forward reaching stretch movement. The system involves using an
iPhone attached to the participant’s trunk, to measure the participant’s degree
of bending, while also allowing participants to self-calibrate the system to
match individual stretching abilities and levels of anxiety towards the
movement. As participants bent forward, the system provided audio-feedback
at fixed intervals depending on self-calibrated settings, to increase awareness
of the amount of bending as well as increase confidence and self-efficacy. Singh
et al.’s (2014) evaluation of the system, with 8 CP participants, compared a nosound control condition with two different types of auditory feedback; a flat
note and a more complex wave sound (see Figure 4). The results show that
auditory feedback resulted in increased positive emotional states compared to
the control condition. Furthermore, a majority of the participants preferred the
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more informative wave sound as feedback, explaining that it was pleasurable
while also facilitating adequate pacing and a sense of exercise progress.

Figure 4.!The&photographs&above&show&the&technology&used&in&Singh&et&al.’s&(2014)&study.&The&device&was&
tied&to&each&participant’s&back&and&participants&were&asked&to&stretch&through&reaching&forward.&The&
bottom&figures&show&the&differences&between&the&flat&note&feedback&and&the&more&complex&wave&sound&
feedback&for&the&stretching&activity.

Going-with-the-flow is currently being extended to include sit-to-stand
exercises, and the technology is applicable to any exercise that involves varying
degrees of movement (Singh et al., in preparation). Unlike EXTs, this
technology is also heavily informed by a qualitative study looking at CP-specific
needs and barriers to activity, involving both users and physio-therapists.
However, as the technology has also only been tested in laboratoryenvironments, it remains unknown how it would be integrated and used in the
home.
Other CP-specific systems have been designed to address harmful
protective behaviours in PCP. Technology is now capable of automatically
detecting guarding behaviours and their triggers. Aung et al. (2013) are in the
first stages of developing an entirely automated system for recognising
behavioural patterns linked to movement-related anxiety and fear in PCP. The
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overall aim here, is to help PCP better understand the relationship between
their pain-levels, emotional states, and movement strategies through
movement-monitoring and feedback. Aung et al.’s (2013) system is currently
based on measurements of muscle activation and motion dynamics, using a
full-body motion-tracking suit. However, they note that more accessible
motion-tracking systems, such as the Kinect, can also track protective
behaviours and provide feedback to facilitate awareness of body-movement in
PCP.
2.3.3 Exergames and the home environment
Another limitation with exergames, is that they are grounded in a
rehabilitation model detached from everyday life. EXTs typically focus on
increasing fitness and correcting movement, rather than increasing people’s
capability for everyday activity (Singh et al., 2014). As improvements in
exercise capability do not translate directly into real life-skills, EXT appear to be
at odds with general CP-rehabilitation aims, which involve improving everyday
functioning to allow PCP to return to normalised daily living (Rosser et al.,
2011).
Exergames (e.g. Jansen et al., 2014; Schönauer et al., 2011) also enforce a
specific perspective on situated activity by assuming that physical activity in
the home involves structured exercises performed in a fixed area. While this
might match the activity routines of some households, it is unsuitable for
others. Plow and Finlayson's (2014) research demonstrates this particularly
well. They conducted a 14-week qualitative evaluation of commercial exercise
programmes for the Nintendo Wii fit, in the homes of 30 participants with
Multiple Sclerosis (MS). Their findings highlight the central role of the home
environment in shaping home-based physical activity and EXT-use. For
example, some participants felt that social aspects of their homes inhibited
EXT-use, noting that their exercises were often interrupted because the EXT
was positioned in a social space shared by the rest of the family. Other
participants felt frustrated when using the EXT with family or friends who were
able to outperform them, as this highlighted limitations in their physical
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capability. Many participants also noted that housework duties interfered with
their EXT-use, as they felt that they could not justify prioritising games in the
face of more important housework. Some participants simply did not have time
for the exergames, due to not only housework, but also other everyday events.
These examples all show how the home environment and its associated
activities influence the use and disuse of assistive technology, indicating the
need for a deeper investigation of situated activity and the homes of PCP, to
better understand design requirements for the home, and ensure the success of
home-based technologies.

2.4 Home geography
As physical rehabilitation and EXT begin to move into the home space, it
is increasingly important for HCI researchers to examine the home geography
and explore how new technologies fit into existing home practices (Williams,
2002). To date, few researchers have studied situated activity practices of
people with chronic illness, and fewer still have examined the relationship
between situated activity and the home geography. Oudshoorn (2012)argues
that this is a significant gap in the literature. She emphasises that a deeper
exploration of the home space and the interactions between people and items
in the home, may allow researchers to uncover the role of the home in
determining the adoption or abandonment of assistive home-technology.
Within the home environment, the inhabitants (rather than health
professionals) are in control of their energy, time and space (Grönvall &
Verdezoto, 2013). A lack of understanding around how individuals choose to
allocate these resources means that new technologies introduced to the home
may have little to no effect on pain-management strategies and situated
practices.
The literature on the home is largely multidisciplinary, explored by
geographers, sociologists, and psychologists alike. Regardless, the research
agrees that the meaning of home goes beyond spatial dimensions to involve a
holistic experience (Roush & Cox, 2000), representing a union between the
physical space, physical items, household members (people as well as pets),
!
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arrangement of possessions, home routines and activities, as well as
biographical, personal, social and cultural meanings imbued in the home. The
home is an incredibly complex place with diverse meanings, representing at
once a centre for daily life, a venue for personal and aesthetic expression, a
setting for social life, as well as feelings of identity and security (Gesler, 1991;
Williams, 2002). Furthermore, each home is distinctly unique, as the spatial
arrangements, meanings and experiences of each home vary according to
different socio-demographic variables, such as family size, and class (Dyck,
Kontos, Angus, & McKeever, 2005).
The meaning and experience of the home also changes with time. With
increasing age, the home naturally grows more important as the social and
geographical worlds of its inhabitants reduce in size (Dyck et al., 2005). Painrelated factors further constrain these social and geographical dimensions,
making the home an increasingly meaningful space for PCP. This is especially
true of those who are entirely confined to their homes due to debilitating pain,
such that the home becomes the sole venue for social and personal life (Roush
& Cox, 2000).
The literature confirms that the home environment is particularly
meaningful for people suffering from chronic illness. In these cases, the
familiarity of the home becomes especially important, as it conveys a sense of
comfort and ease (Roush & Cox, 2000). Habitual structures and routines help
people cope with their condition through augmenting a sense of familiarity and
allowing people to operate on autopilot, with little conscious effort
(Rubinstein, 1989). This familiarity helps people optimise their mental and
physical functioning, while supporting self-care activities through allowing
energy conservation (Rubinstein, 1989). Additionally, the home also serves as a
protective environment; a place where identity, privacy, convenience, and
valued needs of the inhabitants are preserved (Roush & Cox, 2000). The
appropriation of space, and physical arrangements in the home are critical in
this respect, as they allow specific patterns of use that match the needs of the
inhabitants.
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Clearly, spatial arrangements in the home are highly important,
facilitating a sense of familiarity and protection within the home environment.
Technology introduced to the home must be careful not to disrupt these
existing home-arrangements, as the main challenges around technologyintegration involve acceptance, and finding a suitable place for the technology
(Grönvall & Verdezoto, 2013). These challenges are closely linked to the home
as a physical space and its associated meanings of familiarity and protection.
Many people feel emotionally attached to their home-organisation, as this
represents an expression of aesthetic values (Randall et al., 2007), as well as
personal and cultural identities (Dyck et al., 2005; Roush & Cox, 2000). Thus,
the acceptance and integration of new technology greatly depends on the
nature of the technology and whether or not it disrupts the existing physical
environment and its associated meanings in the home.
HCI researchers need to recognise that the home also acts as a dynamic
force, actively promoting or discouraging healthy lifestyles through the homeorganisation and its associated personal, social and cultural meanings
(Williams, 2002). Williams (2002) argues that even illness is an active agent in
the home, influencing and influenced by physical, psychological and social
aspects of the home environment. Thus, a deeper exploration of the home
space is important to provide a better understanding of CP home geographies,
how situated physical activity is influenced by the home geography, and how
technology can help support and promote further activity in the home.

2.5 Implications of research
Research shows that regular physical activity is incredibly important for
PCP. However, psychological barriers to physical activity make regular exercise
difficult, resulting in low adherence to home-based rehabilitation programmes.
To make these more engaging, fun and accessible, researchers have turned to
the development of EXT for CP-rehabilitation. These exergames show promise,
as preliminary results indicate positive participant responses and improved
physical performance outcomes. However, short evaluation periods and no
testing in actual home-settings raise doubts as to the actual efficacy of CP EXT
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rehabilitation. Investigating how these design solutions fit in the home is
critical to understand the feasibility and efficacy of the technology.
These doubts are reinforced by the lack of user involvement and home
research in the design process of CP-specific EXT, as well as the failure to
address important CP-specific psychological barriers. There is also a lack of
understanding around how EXT would fit into the everyday life and homes of
PCP. Research on home geographies indicates that the home is a complex
space, influencing activity through social, psychological, personal, practical and
physical/material aspects. The home is also a particularly meaningful place,
especially for PCP, for whom the home is the main (and sometimes sole) venue
for social and physical activity. With the lack of understanding around CP home
geography, its meanings, and how activity is situated in the home, it is unclear
how EXT will fit into actual home environments, and whether the technology
will be accepted and integrated into daily home-activities in the long-run.
The main challenges for integrating technology appear to revolve around
acceptance, and finding a place for the technology without disrupting valued,
existing home arrangements and routines. This presents a further
complication, as EXTs are currently based on a model of rehabilitation that
promotes structured exercise and accurate movement, but does little to
increase user engagement with everyday life. As the main purpose of homerehabilitation is to enable independent living (Banton, 2010)and empower PCP
in their daily lives (Crabtree, Hemmings, Cheverst, Clarke, & La, 2003) this
dichotomy between home-rehabilitation and day-to-day life is particularly
concerning, requiring further research investigation.
Overall, the reviewed literature emphasises the need for a closer
examination of situated activity and the home environment, in the context of
assistive technology-design. The current study aims to address this, taking an
exploratory, ethnographic approach to investigate:
1. User needs and barriers for situated activity in the home
2. The relationship between home geography, situated activity, and
integration of new technology
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We aim to use our findings to gather design requirements and inform the
design of assistive CP home-technologies that facilitate and motivate activity in
the home.
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CHAPTER 3. METHODS
This chapter introduces the ethnographic method, and describes the
procedure and data-gathering methods. Thereafter, participant information,
materials and analysis methods will be addressed.
Ethical approval for the study was obtained from the UCL ethics panel
(see Appendix A).

3.1 Introduction to ethnography
Ethnography is a field research method well suited for exploring situated,
contextualised activities (Blommaert & Jie, 2010). It allows designers to gain
nuanced and rich insights into people’s everyday behaviour by using multiple
data-gathering techniques (e.g. interviews, conversations, sketches,
photographs; Rogers et al., 2011), providing valuable design-insights (Bell,
2003).
Researchers have emphasised the important role of ethnography in
capturing key meanings and representations of the home geography (Williams,
2002). Indeed, ethnography has been widely used in previous research on
homes and technology-use in homes (Randall et al., 2007; Rode, 2010). Thus,
the method is useful for understanding situated activity and the home
geographies of PCP, as well as gathering design requirements for new
technologies (Perry et al., 2009), such as assistive technology for CP homerehabilitation.

3.2 Procedure
The study was divided into two phases: Phase 1 and Phase 2. Phase 1
comprised of a home study, during which data was gathered through audiorecorded semi-structured interviews, observations, notes and photographs.
Phase 2 was a follow-up study, involving audio-recorded semi-structured
interviews over telephone or Skype.
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3.2.1 Phase 1: Interviews
The interviews contained questions regarding participants' exercise
routines, everyday activities and relaxation activities (see Appendix B for study
protocol). The interview also aimed to gain insight into how fluctuating painlevels (e.g. good/bad pain days) influence activities and routines. The semistructured nature of the interview ensured that the interviewer covered the
same topics with each participant, while also providing flexibility in allowing
the interviewer to explore interesting leads as they arose (Rogers et al., 2011).
The design of the interview questions was loosely inspired by
Petitmengin's (2006) interview elicitation techniques. Most interview prompts
were aimed at helping the participants remember and relive experiences of
physical activity, eliciting contextual information and how activity was
performed. In this way, we hoped to make participants more aware of their
activity practices, allowing them to speak about their experiences in greater
detail. This helped us gain a better understanding of contextual factors as well
as participants' activity routines.
An important component of the interview involved introducing
participants to the Microsoft Kinect (http://www.xbox.com/en-GB/Kinect),
which was used as a placeholder for considering the integration of new
technology into the home. Naturally, we were interested in investigating
whether EXT such as the Kinect could be used to support situated homeactivities. However, our main aim revolved around understanding user needs
for home-rehabilitation technology, rather than whether the Kinect, as a
specific technology, would suit the home.
During the interview, the researcher waited until participants had
discussed an exercise routine or activity in some depth, thereafter introducing
Kinect into the conversation. All participants were shown an introductory
video of the Kinect (Figure 5). While the video played on mute, the researcher
explained the basic functionality of the device.
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Figure 5.!Examples&of&screenshots&from&the&Kinect&video,!showing&a&student&following&a&Tai&
Chi&routine&on&the&Kinect&game&‘Your&Shape&–&Fitness&Evolved’&
(http://yourshapegame.ubi.com/fitness+evolved+2012/en+us/),&to&demonstrate&basic&Kinect&
functionality.&The&tai+chi&routine&was&chosen&due&to&the&nature&of&the&exercises,&which&are&
slower,&and&smoother,&making&them&more&suitable&for&PCP&than&more&fast+paced,&vigorous&
exercises.!

Participants were then asked about their ideas and reflections on how the
Kinect could support daily activities. Thereafter, they were asked to imagine
using the Kinect in their home, and to place the Kinect accordingly. This
placement was symbolic – the researcher did not ask the participant to connect
the device or use it.
3.2.2 Phase 1: Observations
During the interview, participants were also asked to describe or
demonstrate physical activities typical to their daily routine. This did not
!
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involve personal or sensitive activities (e.g. dressing or bathroom-activities).
Instead, the interviewer focused on exercise, stretches, and household activities
that participants mentioned during the interview.
During the observations, the researcher took notes regarding the exercise
activity, the physical environment of the home and where exercise was situated
within the home-space. To minimise the likelihood of physical harm or distress,
the interviewer was careful not to ask participants to perform taxing activities,
especially when participants indicated or appeared to be sore or in a great deal
of pain.
During the placement of the Kinect device, the researcher observed
participants’ placements; taking note of the placement location, but also the
fashion in which they placed the Kinect and how they explained their actions,
to better understand the acceptance and integration of technology into the
home geography.
3.2.3 Phase 1: Photographs
The researcher also took still photographs. These featured home-areas
used for physical activity, but also participants performing physical activity and
using activity-related tools. Photographs were also taken to record the
placement of the Kinect.
The photographs constitute an important source of complementary
information, as they allowed the researcher to more thoroughly analyse
situated activities and tools, as well as their physical context, from the
perspective of an 'onlooker' rather than the personal, subjective perspective of
the participant.
3.2.4 Phase 2: Follow-up interviews
Participants were asked to take part in Phase 2 upon completion of the
Phase 1 home study. Those who agreed were provided with a 'food for thought'
information sheet, containing prompts for each participant to consider before,
during or after performing indoor physical activity. These prompts were aimed
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at eliciting contextual information and user needs for assistive technology (see
Figure 6).

Food for thought before the follow up interview:
Following the initial interview, we would like to encourage you to rethink your
physical activities within the home, and reconsider how technology could assist
you in your home-activities.
We have provided a notebook for this purpose - for you to note down any
thoughts or ideas that you might have. Please also feel free to use smartphone
applications, if you prefer to use technology. Google Keep is a useful app for note
keeping (typed notes/audio notes/pictures), and Easy Voice Recorder is also helpful,
allowing you to audio-record any thoughts you might have.
If you prefer to just think about your home-activities, without the notebook or
applications - that is also completely fine.
While you are engaged in your usual physical activities, we would especially like to
prompt you to consider different characteristics around the activity and home
environment. Here are a few examples of what you might notice, or want to note
down:
• Where you are performing physical activity?
• What types of information could help you better perform your
exercises/stretches/household activities?
o For example, is there anything that could make the exercise easier
or more rewarding?
• What types of surfaces/furniture you are surrounded by?
o If you would like visual feedback on your physical activity, where
could the information be displayed so that you can see it easily
while doing the exercise? (For example: walls/ceiling/table
tops/etc.)
What
are
you using to perform the activity?
•
Any
tools? If so, what is the purpose of the tools?
o
• When - at what time of the day – are you performing this activity?
• How long you are performing this activity for?
• How you are remembering what activities to do?
• Is there is anything difficult about the activity?
Figure 6.!The&food&for&thought&information&sheet,&containing&activity&prompts.&Combined&with&the&
initial&interview,&these&helped&sensitise&participants&towards,&and&encourage&reflection&upon,&the&
context&of&situated&physical&activity,&while&also&stimulating&their&thoughts&around&how&technology,&
such&as&the&Kinect,&could&be&assimilated&into&the&home&context&to&better&support&activity.&

During the follow-up interview, the researcher asked semi-structured
questions (see Appendix C for interview protocol), examining individual
activity practices in more depth while further exploring interesting concepts
that arose.
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3.3 Participants
Participants were opportunistically sampled and recruited through
multiple channels. Individuals with CP previously affiliated with the research
group were contacted individually by email and telephone calls, and
recruitment also took place via various pain groups. As recruitment was slow
and difficult, a message was sent out to all post-graduate students enrolled at
UCL, calling for participants and encouraging students to pass on the study
details to friends and family members with CP.
Eight participants were recruited in total, all female (see Table 1).
Participants were interviewed in their homes, except P5 who was interviewed
in her daughter's home, where she often stayed. 3/10 participants agreed to do
the follow-up interview. The first two participants interviewed were
acquaintances of the researcher, allowing the researcher to ease more
comfortably into the interviews and gain experience in addressing the sensitive
subject matter.

Age

!

Pain area

Pain
duration
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Home size

House-hold size

Follow-up
interview

P1
P2

37
54

P3

54

P4

37

P5

53

P6
P7
P8

58
57
26

Front foot joint
Back, knees, crotch,
hip
Knees, shoulders,
neck
Lower back

11 yrs
15 yrs

Very small
Small

Lives alone
Lives alone

Yes
Yes

15-20 yrs

Large

Lives with partner

No

22 yrs

Large

No

Neck, back, knees,
hips
Back
Back
All over, worst
around back and
shoulders

16-18 yrs

N/A

Lives with partner
and young daughter
Lives with husband

29
Ca. 37 years
17 yrs

Moderate
Large
Moderate

Lives alone
Lives with partner
Lives with partner
and 2 children

No
Yes
No

No

Table 1. Participant information regarding CP condition and home living conditions

3.4 Materials
The research protocol (see Appendix B) was reviewed by four expert
researchers, experienced in CP psychology and ethnographic studies with
clinical populations. The protocol developed iteratively to ensure not only
suitability for the study’s research questions, but also to minimise the
likelihood of aggravating pain or causing emotional distress in PCP. Given the
sensitivity of the situation, a pilot-study using a role-play scenario of a difficult
CP participant was held with two HCI experts in CP research. This ensured that
the study protocol ran smoothly, while providing the interviewer with
experience in handling difficult interviews and sensitive pain-related topics.
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An instant camera, Fujifilm Instax Mini 90, was used for photographing
the home environment and participants performing physical activity (see
Figure 7). In a few cases, a Nexus 5 phone-camera was used instead, as the
instant camera sometimes produced low-quality photographs.

Figure 7.!The&photograph&shows&the&camera&case,&instant&film,&and&instant&camera.&Upon&taking&a&picture,&this&
camera&printed&film&photographs&immediately&in&physical&form.&When&participants&were&uncomfortable&with&
any&of&the&photographs&taken,&the&researcher&was&able&to&give&the&participant&the&photo&without&the&possibility&
of&retaining&a&digital&copy&(as&can&be&the&case&when&taking&photographs&using&digital&devices&such&as&mobile&
phones).&Thus,&using&an&instant&camera&provided&participants&with&an&additional&sense&of&security&and&ease,&
through&ensuring&that&the&photographs&they&were&uncomfortable&with&would&not&leave&their&home.

A Kinect video was filmed for the study, to demonstrate basic Kinect
functionality (see Figure 5). An iPad mini was used to play the video.
A Kinect device (Figure 8) was brought to each interview for participants
to place within their homes. Additionally, a dictaphone and mobile phone
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Figure 8.!Kinect&device&used&for&the&study.

application ‘Easy Voice Recorder’ were used to audio-record the interview; the
two devices were used in parallel in the event of any recording problems.
For the follow-up interviews, telephone calls were audio-recorded using
the Call Recorder ‘ACR mobile application’, and Skype video calls were audiorecorded using QuickTime Player.

3.6 Analysis
The data was analysed using thematic analysis following the process
recommended by Braun & Clarke (2006; see Figure 9), taking a ‘bottom-up’
approach to identify patterns and themes in the data. The first stage involved
familiarisation with the data, by listening through the audio-recordings of all
interviews, and thereafter transcribing them verbatim.

Figure 9.!Phases&of&thematic&analysis,&as&identified&by&Braun&and&Clarke&(2006).
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Then, initial codes were generated. The researcher systematically read
through each transcript, noting down main ideas and key concepts on post-its.
These initial ideas were clustered into potential themes, providing the
researcher with an overview of emerging patterns (see Figure 10).

Figure 10.!The&picture&on&the&top&shows&initial&themes&identified&from&the&data,&while&the&

picture&at&the&bottom&shows&how&these&themes&were&gradually&fleshed&out,&reviewed&and&refined&
as&analysis&progressed&with&more&detailed&coding.&

Figure 11. The thematic map evolved as the main themes were reassessed, defined and finalised. The
photographs above show how post-its were used to provide an overview of the main themes. Blue post-its
represent main themes, while orange post-its represent sub-themes and finally, the yellow post-its represent
individual points within each sub-theme.

After identifying these initial themes, the researcher returned to the
transcripts to code each interview in a more detailed fashion (e.g. Appendix D).
The initial themes helped inform the subsequent analysis process, but many
new codes were generated as the analysis progressed. As coding continued,
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themes were iteratively reviewed and refined across several weeks of analysis,
and a thematic map was generated when all interviews had been coded, to fully
review and compare the themes. This allowed the researcher to ensure that
each theme was distinct and well-defined (see Figure 11). The analysis-results
are reported in the following chapter.

CHAPTER 4. RESULTS
The results of the current study indicate that the home geography has a
fundamental impact on situated physical activity2 for PCP. The main themes
that emerged show how the home as routine, social space, personal space,
physical space, as well as external contextual factors, all combine with CPrelated factors to influence the what, where, how and when of situated
activity3. Furthermore, the home geography also closely interacts with the
experience of pain, in shaping situated activity and the physical organisation of
the home.!
Finally, our results also highlight aspects of the home geography to
consider when designing technology for the homes of PCP, to ensure
acceptance of technology and seamless integration into people’s everyday lives.

4.1 Home as housework and routine for PCP
Housework and home routines are central to the home geography
(Randall et al., 2007). Routines give rise to temporal fluctuations in daily
activity (e.g. patterns of rising out of bed, meal-times, bed-times) but also
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2!In

reporting the results, we make a deliberate distinction between exercise and physical
activity, where exercise refers to prescribed or structured exercises and stretches, whilst
physical activity refers to a broader category of activity encompassing all types of activity
within the home.
3!The themes identified are supported with vignettes and interview quotations, where P#
denotes participants interviewed in Phase 1, FP# denotes follow up interviews, and OB#
denotes observations made the researcher.
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situated housework, in terms of functional activity, e.g. ‘doing the washing’ (P6),
‘getting pans out of the cupboard’ (P5), or more uncommon activities, such as
‘decorating all the bedrooms’, and ‘window cleaning’ (P7).
4.1.1 Understanding the body
For PCP, pain-related factors have a pronounced effect on housework and
home-routines, as the experience of pain severely limits their capacity for
physical activity. As pain-levels can vary on a daily and even hourly basis,
participants highlighted the importance of ‘learning to understand your body […]
and communicate with it’ (P2) to gauge available energy levels and pace activities
accordingly. Many people use pain as a way to decide the length of activity as
well as when to shift postures:
…I don't have feedback, I mean I just […] feel the same, the same
feeling of pain, or not, or less, or more. (P1)
…even when I'm seated […] I'll keep moving, I'll just be [shifting
around] or rocking […] ‘cause if I do stay still, it just all feels so
intense, it becomes so painful. (P5)
Additionally, rising pain is often also interpreted as a warning signal, implying
a need for rest and recovery to prevent further exacerbation of pain:
…it's just listening to the pain, you have to listen to what you body's
trying to tell you. Because the pain is there to tell you, ‘hey, there's
something wrong’. It's kind of your friend. You […] cannot ignore it
because then it gets worse. (P2)
Varying pain-levels impact home-activities differently, but higher pain-levels
tend to place greater restrictions on activity. Some participants find it useful to
think of their physical capability in terms of limited resources (e.g. ‘spoons of
energy’), influenced by pain. This appears to help them keep active despite
pain, through providing a better understanding of their capabilities:
…there's this spoons theory […] you've got a certain amount of
spoons. […] you might have I don't know, 5 teaspoons, a tablespoon,
and a dessert spoon. And the 5 teaspoons are for a certain activity
!
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each. And you just, have that planned out. […] so when you're feeling
bad or something, you still know that you're capable of certain things
so it […] keeps things, a bit more stable (P8).
Changes in pain-levels are also interpreted differently depending on the
individual. Some people view pain increases as a signal to avoid exercise but not
more mundane home-activities:
I have learnt from experience, if I have certain amounts of pain, I
have to stop doing any exercises […] I can walk, and things like that,
but I have to be more careful. (P2)
Other people choose to continue performing exercises despite pain, but ‘not
really push more than you can do’ (P3). Instead, they perform the exercises
lightly. However, on particularly bad days, pain-levels can be completely
incapacitating, causing a discontinuation of all activity:
I'm just in bed. I can't move. And if I do move, I'm sick. And I move as
little as possible. (P5)
Even on good days, when pain-levels are low and more manageable, PCP
stress the importance of pacing activity. One participant explained that her
condition ‘seems to be related to […] energy levels and if I use too much, my body
can’t replenish quick enough’. For her, this meant the need to control her energyexpenditure, even when pain-levels were lower and less restricting.
These examples show the importance of learning to understand the body
as a source of knowledge. Perceptions of pain appear to control the available
capabilities of PCP, thereby influencing aspects of daily living, such as the
amount and pacing of situated home-activities.
However, although all participants voiced having a strong awareness of
body and pain perceptions, many people also highlighted the need to gain a
better understanding of the relationship between their pain condition and
physical capabilities. For some people, this understanding was linked to a sense
of control through allowing an enhanced awareness of physical capabilities and
limits:
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…I'd like to be able to […] track things, see differences or changes.
Like fluctuation, if you're having a bad [pain] day or good day. So
changes as in improvement, or […] the opposite. And also, changes
that are just, because of fluctuations in other, I don't know, external
things, I guess. […] also obviously, to […] know my limits. (P8)
Some participants had even attempted to monitor their pain in the past.
P2 explained that she used a ‘diagram’ in ‘the shape of humans […] in a
PowerPoint [document]’, where she would ‘put the time, what I was doing, what I
ate […] for several days’. This not only provided her with a better understanding
of her pain and activity capabilitues, but also helped her communicate about
her pain condition with her physiotherapist:
…you do [the] chart […]for at least 2 weeks, […] to understand
yourself, […] how the things you are doing are affecting your life. And
also it serves to explain, to doctors, to therapists, what's going on in
your life. Because […] although I went to a very good physiotherapist,
after a while he was not even believing me! (P2)
The communication aspect seems to be a key component driving this
need for a better understanding. For some, this even involved connecting with
others on a deeper, ‘emotional level’ because the condition ‘is often disbelieved,
because there isn’t any obvious cause’ (P8). Here, communication involves far
more than interacting with healthcare professionals, as it highlights the need
to convince others about the pain, and manage friends’ and families’
expectations around the activity capabilities of PCP:
…[monitoring my pain and activity fluctuations] would just be
something to say, ‘look, there is really something that is difficult, or
isn't average’ […] that is something which would make me feel more
confident talking to other people about how I feel. And also obviously,
to […] know my limits. ‘Cause often, again, and it ties in with what
other people expect from me, or what they don't understand. (P8)
These examples show that simply communicating with the body is not
enough. Monitoring situated activity alongside pain-levels can help both PCP,
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and their acquaintances, better understand the pain condition, through
providing a better understanding around pain, physical capabilities, and homeactivity. This can also have a significant social impact, through helping PCP
better communicate about their pain condition.
4.1.2 Exercise, housework, and the home routine
Home routines are highly individual and variable. However, common to
all households is the idea of housework as central to home-life. Participants
typically refer to household responsibilities as obvious activities that need to be
completed in the home. These stand in stark contrast to exercises, which are
not naturally associated with the home routine, and are optional, rather than
necessary, in the home. Research shows that PCP often have difficulty
introducing new activities into the home routine (Singh et al., 2014). In fact,
for many PCP, exercise does not feature in the daily routine at all. Instead,
housework is perceived as physical activity:
…the only real exercise I get, is walking the dog for about 15 minutes
[…] at home I don't do exercises […] but you do, because I suppose
you're moving about doing a bit of housework. (P6)
In some cases, participants recognise the value of exercise for painmanagement purposes, but refer to the home routine as an explicit barrier to
exercise. For example, many PCP find housework activities time consuming and
effortful, leaving limited energy for additional physical activity:
Unfortunately, [exercise is] not a high priority […] I just don't put
aside time, I'm too busy I guess […], having to manage a family. […]
the only exercise I do, is walking, or, you know, things like washing
up, or a bit of vacuuming, or the rabbits need their things changing,
and […] I can't manage much else to be honest. (P8)
Other people have difficulties incorporating exercise into their daily lives
due to the flexibility of their home routine, where they ‘do lots of different things
[…] that come up at different times’ (P7). This flexibility is important, as it allows
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for a rich and varied everyday life. However, it also represents a barrier to
exercise:
You tend to find that the day might slide away, or... You know there's
something very interesting on the television […] or you might just
think […] 'oh, I couldn't do it yet, because we've just eaten a big meal'
[…] Having a regular life, or a regular routine, would make it so much
easier. But I don't intend to do that, until I can't cope with being
flexible with things. (P7)
Even those with more rigid routines can find it difficult to incorporate
exercise into their routine, as temporal patterns in pain and energy levels
sometimes restrict possible opportunities for activity. These temporal patterns
influence the timing of home-activities, such that they correspond to temporal
fluctuations in pain and fatigue:
…I never do [housework] early in the morning or late in the evening.
Because […] I have to start up quite slowly in the morning, and, in
the evening […] around 5pm I always have a dip, and after that I just
try and take it easy. (P8)
In many cases, exercise and routine activities are even perceived as
competing concerns vying for time and attention in the home. Although PCP
recognise the importance of performing exercises, research shows that
housework naturally has high priority in the home (Randall et al., 2007).
Therefore, allocating time for exercise can be difficult. Participants mentioned
several strategies for dealing with this. Some people integrate exercise into the
daily routine on an ad-hoc basis, but perform it in a way that allows them to
shut out household responsibilities:
…with the warm up and cool down […] it's nice to have your eyes
closed, because then you're shutting out the pile of washing, or
whatever. (FP3)
Other people integrate exercise into their home routines on a more
regular basis, combining the exercise with everyday home-activities. For
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example, P3 combined her arm exercises with her daily bathing routine, which
also allowed her to exercise in hot water, as she found ‘it easier to do’ with ‘the
hot water coming on [her] shoulder’ (P3).
Another strategy involves actively performing home-activity as a form of
exercise and seeing housework as an opportunity to strengthen physical
capabilities. Several participants mentioned doing functional-activity for these
rehabilitation purposes:
...[if] I'm going use something and take something out of the
cupboard, I try to use this hand now [gestures to her frozen shoulder]
rather than this hand because then this will start moving slowly and
slowly. (P3)
PCP also noted that functional activities are easier to perform because of
their inherent purposefulness. This is an important aspect, as even
physiotherapists recommend functional activity over exercise due to the
inherent value of such activities (Singh et al., 2014). This provides motivation
for activity, as well as an external focus of attention, allowing participants to
shift their attention away from the sensation of pain during physical activity.
Without a focus for attention, exercise appears to ‘concentrate the pain,
concentrate [the] mind on the pain, [such that] the pain becomes even more
pronounced’ (P5). Conversely, the presence of an external focus is seen as a
‘motivator […] that keeps your attention’ allowing easier ‘passing of time’ during
physical activity (P8). Thus it is unsurprising that PCP choose to perform
functional activity in the place of exercise as it is ‘much easier to actually do
something with a focus’ (P5):
…if […] I know my husband's going to be coming home for tea […] I'll
go and walk to shop, and I'll go buy something for tea, and then I'll
come back and make it. And, if I'm in the kitchen and I'm doing
something then at least I'm moving around. […] I do [activities] that I
know are useful because I know I'm doing something with an end
purpose, rather than just exercising the same exercise. (P5)
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For some people, exercise is even consciously excluded from the daily
routine. Vignette 1 demonstrates how exercise is sometimes perceived as a last
resort, to relieve the experience of pain when all other activity is impossible.
Here, the stretches signify a break from P5’s regular home routine. This
highlights an important rift in perceptions of physical activity. While
housework and routine activities are linked to normalised daily living, exercise
can instead take on negative connotations associated with the experience of
pain restricting daily activity.

Vignette 1.
When asked if she could demonstrate
some of her back stretches, P5 rose from
her seat, and lay down close to the
interviewing area on the floor nearby. She
explained that she would ‘do stretches
wherever I am really’. However, she
emphasised that the stretches were
nothing but a last recourse, for when ‘the
pain is unbearable’.
‘I'll just lie there, and stretch out, and then
breathe, and then hopefully things will feel a
bit better and I can get up and do something
again. So the stretches and things […] is just
when I just can't bear to stand up.’
!

4.1.3 Home routines and place identities
Home routines also influence where exercise activities are situated in the
home, through shaping the place identities of different home-areas. In
particular, temporal patterns in daily routines impacted the meanings
connected to different rooms, affecting where people chose to do energising or
relaxing exercises. Home-areas associated with activity and liveliness appeared
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to be natural venues for invigorating exercise, whereas areas associated with
winding-down were perceived as more suitable for relaxing routines:
…for night stretches and stuff like that, 'cause the point of doing
[night] yoga, would be to relax you rather than energise you, so it's
quite close to my bed […] it's in the bedroom […] if I wasn't doing the
night yoga, I could be doing like a day yoga, and then it would be here
[gestures toward lounge area]. (P4)

4.2 Home as a social space for PCP
The home is a social space (Randall et al., 2007), shared by a household
and sometimes, also friends. Recognising the home as a venue for social
activity, with different home-areas associated with varying degrees of sharing
and ownership, is particularly important when considering situated activity
and technology-integration into the home.
4.2.1 Social activities in the home
Where the home is identified as a social centre, situated activity in the
home not only involves housework and household routines, but also social
activities. Vignette 2 shows how the home is a particularly important venue for
family activity. In this scenario, the yoga routine binds the family together.
Everyone in the family participates according to their own abilities, and each
family member gets a ‘turn’. Furthermore, the activity is specifically helpful for
the mother’s condition, allowing her to better manage her back pain.
Social activities do not only involve the family – participants also
mentioned exercising together with friends or in social environments outside
the home. One participant explained that this was much easier than exercising
alone, because it helped take her mind off the pain:
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…[in] a pilates class […] it's actually easier because somebody's
instructing you what to do, and you're with other people, or you've
gone out for a walk with a friend, and it's easier because again, you're
talking, it's like distraction […] like a pain gate almost, where you put
something in place to try to take your mind off how you feel. But at
the same time, you're still exercising. (P5
Vignette 2.

P4 suffers from lower back pain, and she regularly perform yoga ‘which specifically
targets the back’, as it allows her to ‘mobilise and keep [her lower back] as tension free as
possible’.
During the home-visit, she brought out several of her exercise DVDs, but was
especially enthusiastic about her family yoga routine: ‘it’s over 35 minutes – I love [the
DVD instructor], because he does it with his family. So it’s quite an inspiring one’.
‘It’s my husband, my daughter, and I – we do it together. And obviously, this is like an
afternoon – Sunday afternoon – routine that we have.’ She explained that her entire
family performs the routine together, sharing the living-room space, and taking
turns to complete various exercises: ‘If it’s a stretchy one, then we all take turns if we all
can’t stretch together, we kind of take turns […] then we all get the chance to stretch’.

In this respect, social activities are similar to functional activities, as
they help PCP shift attention away from pain during physical activity. However,
social activity also appears to be a particularly rewarding form of activity. PCP
!
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highlighted positive emotion as an especially enjoyable aspect of social activity.
One participant referred to an exercise application she used, which ‘was boring’,
‘after just three times’. However, when she ‘tried this app with her friends, it was
very funny’:
…because there [were] very stupid sounds in the background […] we
laughed a lot. […] sometimes I'm […] clumsy, so it was funny! […]
basically the difference [between exercising alone and with other
people] it's just a word, it's emotion. (FP1)
Other people found exercising in social spaces inspiring and motivating.
This encouragement seemed to stem from the mere presence of other people:
‘when [the gym] is empty, I don't feel as enthusiastic as when you see […] people, that
could inspire you’. However, this effect appeared to be stronger when peers were
older or in a more difficult position. The idea here seems to be that if ‘they can
do it, I should be able to do it’:
It's appropriate to have something close to your age group in a way, or
older […] people who have some issue and have overcome it. […] It
would be inspiring. (FP2)
This also highlights the limitations of the home-environment in motivating
physical activity, as some people appear to visit the gym because it provides
social motivation for physical activity, as well as and more opportunities for
social activity.
4.2.2 Ownership of space
The home as a social space also involves considerations of where social
activity is situated in the home. Areas with open spaces, e.g. lounge or living
room areas, may be perceived as more social, whereas bedrooms and
bathrooms, typical locales for personal activities, may be considered more
private. Recognising different degrees of sharing and ‘ownership’ of space is
important when considering the integration of new technology into the home.
When participants were introduced to the Kinect, they referred to
different degrees of sharing through their discussion around the use and
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placement of the technology. Some talked about full sharing of the device,
where the Kinect would be used in open spaces, to support family activities: ‘[it]
would be brilliant […] because it’s actually the three of us that do it together. (P4)
Other participants talked about using the Kinect in shared home-areas
that were not already dedicated to other activities. These were spaces that no
one in the household ‘owned’; spaces that did not typically get ‘cluttered’ (P8)
with items from other activities, and could therefore be dedicated to the new
technology and physical activity.
Still others indicated that they preferred using the Kinect in relatively
secluded spaces, to avoid social distraction. One participant explained that she
would use the Kinect in the living room, which was mostly a private space of
which she has ‘ownership’ during the day, while her husband is away at work.
However, she noted that ‘if they have children […] it might be good for the person
to have it where they could be in peace and do the exercise’ (P3), implying a need for
privacy during her physical activity.
4.2.3 Home and social isolation
For PCP, the home may also have anti-social connotations. Where social
needs are unmet, PCP confined to their homes due to debilitating pain may
associate the home with social isolation and insufficient social support. For
PCP, travelling outdoors is highly effortful, and home-visitors are typically
scarce, as friends and acquaintances are unable to travel to see them:
For about two years I couldn't go out […] depression can be a real
problem […] because you don't go out and your friends, they don't
come. They'll try a few times, [but] how often they can come to see
you all the time? So you can become quite isolated. (P3)
Some people appear to simply accept the situation. They are content in
their homes, finding peace through self-sufficient means, such as prayer and
meditation:
I have used this time […] positively, because I've started praying and
meditating, and so on, as well. [My children] say to me 'no you have
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to go out, you have to do other things, not only just pray pray pray',
but it does help me. (P3)
However, for those with more urgent social needs, the lack of social
activity imbues the home with negative connotations of social isolation. Simply
seeing household members is not necessarily enough: ‘for weeks and months, the
only person I would see is my husband. That was emotionally hard’. These unmet
social needs transform the home into an ‘anti-social’ space, such that
individuals feel a need to leave their homes to seek social contact:
…this social isolation for me is a major, major issue. So, at any time,
if I am feeling better, I go out to seek some sort of social contact. (P5)
Recognising the possibility of the home as an ‘anti-social’ space is
important, because it has major implications for situated activity. When the
home is negatively associated with social isolation, PCP appear to take every
‘opportunity to actually go out and do something’, seeking more socially fulfilling
activities. Good days, when pain-levels are more manageable, become occasions
to venture out of social confinement, ‘to seek company, try to get out and do
something, and feel as though I've achieved something’. (P5) This presents an
interesting opportunity for technology to exploit, as the technology could
potentially transform the home into a more social space through allowing
digital connections between people. However, technology cannot replace real
social interactions: ‘being physically in the same place, it’s different’ (FP1).
Nevertheless, the technology may be able to provide a substitute for
social activity, where travel to and from the home is difficult, or where it aims
to help people make new connections for exercise-purposes. One participant
was particularly excited about this, envisioning a worldwide network of people
to connect with through exercise and technology:
…the social contact, with somebody through Skype even, it would be
fantastic. And if we were both doing [exercise] at the same time,
without having the journey part to get somewhere, and the journey
part to come back, it would be far more, achievable […] As regard to
friends, I don't actually know who I would do [exercise online] with.
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So I'd be very open to you know, having a network of people. It could
be anywhere, couldn't it? ‘Cause you could link it with Australia, or
[…] anywhere really. You never know who you're going to meet. But it
sounds quite exciting. (P5)

4.3 Home as a personal space for PCP
Although the home is a shared, social space, it is also very personal, linked
to privacy, expressions of personality, and individual identity (Randall et al.,
2007; Roush & Cox, 2000). These factors all influence people’s perceptions, and
acceptance of, new technologies – especially in terms of a finding a place for
new technologies in the home.
4.3.1 Home aesthetics
One of the main factors that emerged was home aesthetics. Our findings
were in line with previous research emphasising that the home is not only
practically, but also aesthetically, organised (Randall et al., 2007). Vignette 3
shows aesthetic concerns around ensuring that the technology would fit in, and
not look out of place:
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Vignette 3.
P2 lives in a!very organised and well decorated home. When she was asked to imagine
using the Kinect in her apartment, and to place the device accordingly, she spent
several minutes arranging and rearranging her TV shelf.
It appears that she placed great value in the aesthetic organisation of her home, to
the point that she felt a need to go beyond simply finding space for the device, to
actually make a ‘place’ for the Kinect in her home:
‘Wait. I'll have to try... different positions. […] Yeah, I think I would put it, maybe... Uh… I
know - or no. I think there. Because I won't - it would be out of the way. Sorry! (Laughing)
Because if it was vertical, maybe I could... It's just I have... I have to reorganise the whole...’
!

Final placement of the
Kinect device.
Several objects were
moved to allow for
Kinect placement.

!

For other people, placement aesthetics revolved around avoiding a look

of messiness:
[I would place it] where that stuff is (gestures to items on the
opposite side of the room) […] but it's too low. Personally, I would
want it higher. Because it looks like clutter that I might trip over.
(P8)
Some people were unwilling to change the home-organisation to make
room for new technology. P7 stressed that she and her husband ‘don’t have a lot
of floor space’, although she lives in a relatively big house with a sizeable amount
of open space. She explained that she would prefer to have a smaller device that
could easily connect to already existing devices in the home:
…you know, instead of utilising something that's already installed in
a room, or like an iPad, which you can still see the display, you're
!
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going to have to be connecting and then positioning it […] I just
thought you know, it's very easy to put your iPad on, or […] where
you've got a computer of a television. (FP3)
These examples confirm previous research showing that home aesthetics
are important to the home geography (Randall et al., 2007). This is an
important factor to take into account when designing home-technologies, as it
impacts on the acceptance and integration of technology (Grönvall &
Verdezoto, 2013). For technology that is fixed in place, it is particularly
important that the devices installed do not disrupt valued home aesthetics,
such as good fit, orderliness, and preservation of existing arrangements.
4.3.2 Privacy
The home is associated with a strong sense of privacy (Dyck et al., 2005);
even for social activities, which are typically contained within the home space,
and inaccessible to the general public. Therefore, installing technology,
particularly technology to monitor personal activities, actions and movements,
can be perceived as an intrusion on private spheres. Vignette 4 shows how
monitoring devices can disrupt the sense of privacy in the home:
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Vignette 4.
When placing the Kinect, P8 felt the need to change her initial placement of the
device, because it was ‘looking at’ her, and she did not ‘like it looking at’ her. Instead,
she asked to have it moved from opposite her seat in the sofa, to the top of a heater
on the wall perpendicular to the sofa. The new placement appeared to relieve her:
‘…there. Now it's not looking at me. I can look at it if I want to, but it's not staring at me.’
P8 had already been introduced to the Kinect, and she knew that the device would
be monitoring her movement. She even responded positively to the technology,
excited about its monitoring functionality. However, having the device ‘looking at
her’ seemed to raise an awkward awareness of the monitoring that was
discomforting.

Final
Kinect
placement.

!

Here, the idea of having ‘someone watching’ seemed to serve as an
intrusive reminder of being monitored. However, once the Kinect was moved
and no longer in her direct line-of-sight, the participant no longer felt that it
was intruding on her privacy. Although only one person commented on this
aspect of the monitoring-technology, the research literature stresses the
importance of the home as a private, protective space (Roush & Cox, 2000),
indicating the importance of addressing potential privacy-related issues.
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4.4 Home as a physical space for PCP
Home-activity is very much situated in a physical space, influenced by the
home-size, physical structures, and home layout. Physical tools are also used
within the home, to adapt physical structures and support particular pain
needs, further affecting activity in the home.
While some aspects of the physical space are fixed (e.g. home size, and
physical structures), many other aspects can be manipulated to suit the needs
of the inhabitants. For PCP, reducing pain and effortful activity is central to the
organisation of their home. Therefore, the physical space represents an
interesting home dynamic which shapes activity, but is also shaped by
individual pain- and activity-needs.
4.4.1 Physical size
The home-size influences situated activity in a number of ways. For
example, small homes limit the type of activity and exercise that can be
performed in the home. For many, this means limited room for a dedicated
exercise space, specific exercise tools and machines:
…when I was in [Italy] I had a room, where I used to do exercise. I
had a lot of machines, but here […] this is not smaller, this is more
than smaller (laughing) […] at home, it's impossible to do exercise.
(P1)
In terms of integrating EXTs such as the Kinect, small home-sizes are also
particularly limiting. Vignette 5 shows one example, where the home was
simply too small for using the Kinect:
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Vignette 5.
P1 lives in a very small studio apartment with her dog and cat. Her bed occupies
most of the room, and there is little open space available. When asked about
where she would place the Kinect, she spent several minutes trying to
determine where she could best place it, to monitor the limited activity that
takes place in her home. One possible placement was by her window:
‘…it can detect […] my movement around the house[…] I'm not interested in this
area [gestures to the bed to the right], because of course, I cannot have any kind of
movement there. But here, for example [gestures toward narrow walking area next to
bed], I can use this space, to do exercise.’
!

Kinect
placement.

Very limited
and narrow
space for
activity

Here, we see that small homes may be entirely unsuitable for the Kinect,
which requires open space for monitoring activity. However, limited space does
not necessarily mean limited physical activity, as some people are able to use
their space efficiently:
…actually in this app [that I use for exercising] to do this type of
activities, I don't need too much space, and that's great […] because
my house […] is actually really small. (FP1)
4.4.2 Physical structure
Situated physical activity is often also adapted to make efficient use of
existing home structures and furniture in the room. This is particularly true for
smaller homes, where the efficient use of space is more crucial. Vignette 6
shows how one participant used her furniture as leverage for various exercises:
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Vignette 6.
P2 uses her couch as
leverage for sit-ups as well
as push-ups, while
exercising in her small
hobby-room:
‘I do some abdominals. […] I
put my feet under here
[gestures towards the area
under the sofa] and then,
[…] I use that, so you can go
up, and then I don't go all
the way down, so I can hold
myself in this position.’

‘And sometimes, actually
with this also, I do the
[push-ups].’
!

In the previous example, activities are adapted to the physical
environment of the home for the benefit of the exercise performance.
However, in other cases, physical structures are used for pain-management
purposes, to reduce pain while doing physical activity. Vignette 7 shows how
one participant used her kitchen counter to reduce the experience of pain
during her foot stretches.
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Vignette 7.
P1 suffers from pain in the joints at the front of her foot, and the stretches help
relieve her pain. However, one of the stretches requires shifting her body weight
from the front to the heel of her foot, causing a great deal of pain. Therefore, she
uses the kitchen counter for these stretches, placing most of her weight on her arms
while leaning on the counter. This helps reduce the weight and pressure on the front
of her foot, while still allowing her to maintain the stretch: ‘because of this [kitchen
counter], I can feel less pain, when I do [this stretch]’.!

The physical structure of the home can also have a negative impact on
situated activity. In some cases, the home furniture is unsuitable for PCP,
promoting unhealthy postures and preventing easy transitions from sitting to
standing. For example, one participant with upper back pain mentioned that
she would benefit from additional support for her transition movements:
I'm sure I don't do it the best ergonomic way. I think it's […] the
transitional movements, between standing up and sitting down.
Getting into baths. Maybe even getting into bed. (P7)
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However, in this case, the researcher observed that this specific difficulty was
at least in part due to the structure of her sofa furniture:
Upon getting up, P7 planted both hands into the sofa (which was soft
and deep-seated) to raise her body up by the arms, but with a bent
upper back. The couch was not the right 'shape' to allow her to rise up
easily, nor did it promote a healthy posture while rising from sitting
to standing, because of its softness and ‘deep-seatedness’. (O7)
The above example shows how the home environment and its physical
structures can contribute to the exacerbation of pain, by making certain
movements difficult and effortful.
4.4.3 Physical layout
The physical home-layout also impacts on the way that physical activity is
performed in the home. However, as the layout of furniture can be adapted and
rearranged, some PCP had adapted their home-organisation to support
habitual behaviour and pain needs while performing situated activities (Roush
& Cox, 2000).
These home-adaptations seemed particularly relevant for functional
activities that are fixed to rigid structures in the home. One example is
dishwashing, which is typically positioned by the kitchen sink and counters.
Vignette 8 shows how the home space can be adapted to suit activity-related
pain needs:
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Vignette 8.
P8, who suffers from bad back pain,
changed the landscape of her kitchen
to meet her pain needs for kitchenrelated housework. By adding a chair
to the kitchen space, she was able to sit
down and take breaks from standing
while cooking and washing the dishes:
I've got a chair in the kitchen, which I sit
on. […] it doesn't actually reach the sink,
but I'll be sitting here and sort of just
resting and sometimes I can reach like the
controls and stuff while cooking. […] I do
a bit and then sit down, and then, do a bit
- that kind of thing!

The above example shows how the home-organisation was changed for
pain-needs during functional activity. However, for some participants, the
layout of home is adapted purely to suit pain needs. Vignette 9 shows an
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example of how the entire home environment can be adapted to avoid pain and
minimise unnecessary activity:
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Vignette 9.
P3 suffers from arthritis as well as knee pain and a particularly bad frozen
shoulder. She explained that her ‘whole house [was] changed’ to allow her to better
manage her pain, ‘because you can’t live’ otherwise: ‘I’ve got everything next to me
[…] even the tablet - I've got the plug here as well. […] we live more so that I am
downstairs, because we've got the bathroom downstairs […] Because I don't want to
keep on going upstairs.[…] No, everything is in the house, but we are keeping it where
we use it all the time.’
P3 especially emphasised the need to have a fixed place for each of the items in
her home. This helped her ensure that she did not expend unnecessary effort
through constantly having to move things around: ‘That's where I do it, and that's
where I keep it. So it's easier, rather than moving things - you can't. You can't, really.
Because if that's what I'm going to use it for, so then that's where it has to be.’
Additionally, the layout of her home also allowed her to tailor her arm stretches,
which were ‘supposed to be done when you're lying down’. Instead, she performed
them in a sitting position. This reduced the experience of pain as it provided an
external focus of attention through allowing her to watch the television while
performing the stretches: ‘when you're watching television, your mind is there
[gestures to TV opposite her chair], so even a little of bit [of pain] - you don't feel it. So
you end up doing more.’
!

Adapted
arm stretch.

Evidence of
home
adaptation
to pain
needs.
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In the previous example, the home takes on familiar and protective meanings
(Roush & Cox, 2000), as the home-organisation is deliberately adapted to
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better support pain needs and conserve energy by reducing unnecessary
activity. The example also highlights that activities and exercises can be further
adapted based on the affordances of the home layout. However, familiar and
protective home-adaptations can also be harmful, as they may cause PCP to
enter a vicious cycle characterised by restricting external activity, activityrelated anxiety and increasing time spent at home, causing further
disengagement with outside-life. Thus, home-adaptations may also contribute
to harmful withdrawal behaviours, leading to decreased activity, both indoors
and outdoors.
4.4.4 Physical tools
A variety of tools are used to support home-activities. Some tools are
specifically used to assist functional activity, as in Vignette 10:
Vignette 10.
P7 enjoys gardening, and uses a
gardening stool with multiple
purposes, to support her
gardening efforts:
! ‘I've got a gardening stool, where
you kneel or sit (flips the stool
over). So that way it's a seat, and
that way up it's a kneeler, and
you've also got something to push
yourself up on [using the handles].’!

The stool
functions as a
cushioned
kneeler, with
handles, when
turned upside
down.
!
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Other PCP use tools to help them adapt the physical structure of the home,
such as in Vignette 11:

Other PCP use tools to help them adapt the physical structure of the home,
such as in Vignette 10:
Other tools are used to adapt the physical structure of the home, such
as in Vignette 11:
Vignette 11.
P2 was concerned that her work desk was too high for her to maintain a
comfortable and ergonomic sitting position. To adapt the physical structure of her
work environment, she purchased an air-filled seat cushion, to allow her to rise up
higher on the chair: ‘with this [seat cushion], I'm a little bit better. Well you have to
improvise. Yeah, with this thing, I'm higher, and yeah much better.’
!
!

Seat cushion
placed on top of
the chair by
work desk.

Some tools in the home are used to meet individual pain needs and to
make the home environment more comfortable. Vignettes 12 and 13 show how
one participant used various cushions as portable tools to adjust the physical
structure of seating areas around her house. These vignettes demonstrate an
additional complexity in the home dynamics: although the home is generally
perceived as a familiar and protective place of comfort (Grönvall & Verdezoto,
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2013), ‘comfortable’ positions for the body (which may reduce feelings of pain
and discomfort in the short term) are not necessarily conducive to effective
pain-management in the long-term (Aung et al., 2013). Providing support for
an increased awareness of these harmful behaviours may enable better longterm pain-management in PCP.
Vignette 12.
P7 suffers from upper back pain, and uses various cushions as tools for making
seating areas more comfortable. One such tool was a ‘shaped cushion’ that
helped her sit on straight-backed chairs:
!

‘I don't like sitting on, what I would call a
dining room chair. Because of the angle I
think. So I do use [the cushion], and I do take it
with me, and I feel like an old lady, because my
mother in law, uses this one too! But it's
comfortable - it's like sitting in a car seat you
Shaped cushion curling around
the seat to keep P7 upright.

!
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Vignette 13.
P3 also used a ‘foam wedge’ to help her cope with sitting at right angles: ‘cause I like to
sit up and read, in bed - I actually use a foam wedge. Which looks as though, you know, it
would be very uncomfortable. […] But actually, I find that it's very good […] sitting in bed,
because you know, pillows collapse. And a bed board is in a right angle. And that's sort of
uncomfortable.’
!
While the foam
wedge helped her
make seating
structures more
comfortable and
manageable, the
shape also appeared
to promote an
unhealthy posture,
and a bent upper
back.

!
!

Foam wedge cushion.

!

Many participants are conscious of these harmful protective behaviours.
They point out that the pain makes ‘you generally start to move differently’ and
causes ‘damage [to] your structure of body’. However, although they realise that
‘in the long run, this is going to cause more problems, more pain’, they find these
changes difficult to control because they ‘don’t realise it’ (P3) as it is happening.
Maintaining a healthy posture appears to be a particularly difficult problem:
I just go [round shouldered], because I know this is a comfortable
position for my shoulders, so I sit for a few minutes like that. I get less
pain […] But that's wrong, I should really do it properly. (P3)
Although pain-avoidance behaviours may reduce pain in the short-term, they
can have severe consequences in the long-term. Thus, it appears that many PCP
would benefit from an increased real-time awareness of these behaviours,
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indicating the suitability of monitoring technology designed to automatically
detect pain-avoidance behaviours (Aung et al., 2013).
The previous examples showed tools inadvertently used to support painavoidance behaviours. In other cases, tools are intentionally used to avoid
painful movements. Vignette 14 demonstrates this:
Vignette 14.
P3 disliked bending forward
due to her back pain.
She used a ‘shoe horn – but a
long one’ to avoid bending down
while putting on her shoes.
!

This highlights the strong influence of psychological factors on situated
activities within the home. Fear of pain can result in activity-avoidance as well
as the endorsement of harmful guarding behaviours. For example, P6 feared
hurting her back, and was ‘frightened to bend over’. She had ‘an obsession’ with
keeping her back ‘rigid’. To ‘protect [her] back’, she would ‘avoid bending over’, and
‘substitute the other way, bending and using the knees’, causing her knees to ‘take a
lot of stress’. As a result, her pain-avoidance was causing great harm to her
knees.
Clearly, tools in the home can be used in both good and bad ways, to
support physical activity and harmful avoidance-behaviours. These results
suggest the importance of considering the use of tools in CP home geographies,
to ensure that harmful behaviours are not perpetuated.
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4.5 The home in a wider context
The home is situated in a wider environment, which also affects situated
activities and routines (Dyck et al., 2005). Contextual factors appear to
influence motivation, physical ability, and the experience of physical activity
for PCP.
4.5.1 Weather and temperature
One example of an important external factor is weather and seasonal
change. Typically, the summer season, with its ‘early mornings at a bright
sunshine’, increases motivation for situated activity, while the colder seasons
decrease motivation: ‘we don't run our houses hot. It's not very inspiring to get
down on the floor and you know, start stretching’ (P7).
Furthermore, the weather can affect physical capability. For some PCP,
fluctuations in experienced pain-levels greatly depend on the weather:
…when it was really rainy […] that day was really really painful.
Because the weather changed. (P1)
Closely linked to the weather is temperature; warmth and cold also
impact on physical ability, motivation and the experience of physical activity.
Some people find exercise particularly painful when it’s cold: ‘it hurts more, and
it gets harder to exercise’ (P5).
Conversely, adding warmth to the home can increase motivation for
exercise. Vignette 15 demonstrates how some PCP consciously use warmth to
enhance the exercise-experience. Here, it appears that gas fire is used to create
a certain mood and environment, conducive to exercise:
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Vignette 15.
P3!explained that she preferred
exercising in the living room where she
could ‘put the gas fire on, and be cosy’,
whereas ‘everywhere else [in the house] is
drafty’.
The gas fire was used for her indoor
exercises both in the summer and
winter: ‘obviously in the winter, it’s
warm. But just as a background warmth
[in the summer], it’s nice’.!

4.5.2 Beyond the home
The home geography also extends to include outdoor areas linked to the
home environment. These are meaningful areas for activities such as
gardening. However, the external environment includes not only gardenspaces, but also the interface between the home and outside world. Vignette 16
demonstrates how even stairs leading to the home can influence situated
activities and routines:
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Vignette 16.
P1 explained that she sometimes has difficulty
walking up the steep flight of stairs leading up
to her home: ‘…it depends on the level of my
pain. It's really difficult for me, to do the stairs’.
However, because the stairs inevitably lead to
her home, she has no choice but to walk up: ‘I
have to do that’.
Nevertheless, the stairs present a major
barrier for outdoor activity, and as a result,
she has started avoiding some of her usual
functional activities, such as grocery shopping:
‘Especially you know, when I go shopping, and I
have too much stuff. […] now I always do
shopping online, and I order everything, and they
can bring it [up the stairs].’
!
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CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION
Our results demonstrate the diversity of meanings and identities residing
within the home space of PCP. We identified five main themes, involving the
home as housework and routine, as well as considerations of the home as a
social, personal and physical space, situated in a wider context. These themes
combine to influence the what, when, how and where of physical activity, as
well as the acceptance and integration of technology into the home.
Overall, our findings highlight a divide between structured exercises, such
as those promoted by EXT (Jansen-Kosterink et al., 2013; Christian Schönauer
et al., 2011), and everyday activity naturally associated with the home (e.g.
housework, social activity). Furthermore, the results, emphasising the central
role of pain in shaping activity patterns and home organisation, also stress the
importance of addressing pain-related needs, psychological barriers and
protective behaviours to promote physical activity and minimise harmful
behaviours in the home.
The main design-requirements identified for CP-rehabilitation
technology are listed in Table 2. In the following chapter, we refer to different
sections of the table to support our discussion of CP-technologies for homerehabilitation. The table will be referred to using a letter/number combination,
with the letter denoting the main theme and the number denoting specific
design requirements within each theme, e.g. A.1, A.2, etc.
Table 2. Design requirements extracted from the results across different themes.
Theme

A.

Housework/
routine

!

Insights from results (a)
• Functional activity is central to
home-activity
• PCP view functional activity as
exercise
• Functional activity may be the only
activity situated in the home.
• Activity can take place at any time,
in any place in the home
• For example:
o Housework
o Exercising while taking a
hot shower
o Relaxation exercises in
bedroom
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Design requirements and recommendations (b)
A.1 CP-rehabilitation technology should recognise
functional activity as a form of exercise. Furthermore, it
could encourage people to do more functional activity, or
provide support to help people do functional activity in
more beneficial ways.
A.2 The technology should support these activities and
routines, and their specific locations. Therefore it should
not be fixed in place. If it is fixed in place, it should be
fixed in many different areas of the home, on different
objects and structures to allow for monitoring in many
different places. Alternatively, ubiquitous mobile
technology, or wearable technology may provide the
flexibility needed.

•

•
•
•

B.

•

Social
space

•
•

C.

Personal
space

•

PCP feel socially isolated in their
homes

•

Many prefer to venture outdoors to
seek social contact as a result of the
social isolation

•

People are concerned about home
aesthetics
This often involves orderliness and
the preservation of existing
arrangements.
Privacy is important.
People may be uncomfortable with
being reminded of the technology
monitoring or ‘watching’ activity
PCP often use tools or the physical
environment as leverage for
physical activity
Particularly true for people who
live in smaller homes, where
efficient use of space is important.
Tools are sometimes used in
harmful ways
This may enable maladaptive painavoidance behaviours.
E.g., cushions used to make the
home-areas more comfortable may
support bad posture
PCP use furniture and other
physical structures to adapt their
exercises and reduce pain while
doing exercise

•

•
•

D.

•

Physical
space

•

•
•
•

•

!

Understanding the body and pain,
is central to situated activity for
PCP
Pain determines how, when and
what activities to do
PCP see physical ability as a limited
resource constrained by pain.
Strong need for better
understanding of body patterns,
and the relationship between pain
and physical capabilities.
Home is an important centre for
social activity
Social activity is regarded as more
fun and motivating
Social activity can be with family
and friends alike, with healthy
people and PCP

A.3 Technology needs to recognise the role of pain and
be easily adaptable to changing pain-levels. PCP should
not be encouraged to push through pain, to do physical
activity – however, the technology also needs to facilitate
a healthy engagement with pain, to minimise the effect
of psychological pain-related barriers to activity.
A.4 The technology should support learning and
awareness for PCP. It should provide meaningful
information and help people understand body patterns
in regards to pain and corresponding activity capacities.
B.1 The technology should support social activity. It
should also provide varying exercise-levels for different
types of users. CP users should be able to choose a
different level compared to healthy participants. This
will allow PCP to partake in social activity without
imposing a certain physical capacity on their ability for
exercise, meaning that they are also less likely to feel
embarrassed at reduced capabilities compared to healthy
people.
B.2 However, the technology could also provide more
opportunities for social activity in the home, for
example, through combining EXT with Skype, allowing
people to overcome physical boundaries to outdoor
social activity
B.3 Technology needs to recognise that activity can be
outdoors. The technology could encourage, track and
reward outdoor activity, using mobile technology. This
would allow for valued social goals.
C.1 The technology should not be disruptive for existing
home arrangements. This may mean that it is small in
size, or that it is mobile, or wearable.

C.2 The technology needs to monitor activity unintrusively. Although inhabitants need to be aware that
monitoring is on-going, it is also important their
attention is not constantly drawn to the monitoring.
D.1 Where this use is positive, it is important that the
technology allows the continued use of physical
structures and tools that better enable situated activity.
As the Kinect often has problems with detecting
movement with obstacles in the way, mobile/wearable
technology is better suited for this.
D.2 The technology should recognise this problem, and
seek to minimise harmful behaviours, making PCP more
aware of when they are endorsing these behaviours, and
perhaps alerting them to how they can change these
behaviours for the better.

D.3 The technology could challenge people to do the
exercises with less support where the adaptations are
unnecessary or maladaptive. It could encourage
participants to step away from support that they don’t
need if they are currently using it due to pain-related
fear. This may help build their physical capabilities.
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•

•
•

E.

•

Home in
wider
context

•

•

•

PCP actively adapt their
environment to support pain needs
for situated activity.
They do this by adding to or
changing the layout of their home
For example, adding a chair to help
with kitchen activities
PCP are influenced by
seasonal/weather changes,
temperature changes, and energy
levels
These external factors motivate
and affect the experience of pain
and physical activity
Areas outside of the home
influence situated home-activity in
different ways
E.g. gardens and stairs; the former
can increase activity and the latter
is a barrier to outdoor activity.

D.4 The technology could challenge the use of this type
of support, where it is maladaptive and related to fear of
pain and fear of over-activity. In some cases, it may be
useful to encourage more, or longer periods of activity,
where people actually have capacity for more activity.

E.1 The technology needs to recognise the importance of
these outside influences on situated activity. It could
account for these in the settings of the technology,
perhaps to calibrate the technology to meet individual
needs/preferences.

E.2 The technology needs recognise that importance of
the outdoor environment. It could monitor outdoor
activity through wearable mobile technology. The
technology could also support and encourage activity
where the outdoors environment represents a barrier.

5.1 Implications of findings for EXT
The main aim of home-rehabilitation is to improve daily functioning and
help PCP return to normalised everyday living (Banton, 2010). To achieve this,
assistive technology must empower people in their homes, providing support
for daily activities, and developing skills and abilities that transfer to the real
world. EXT is lacking in this respect, as it has a weak link to increased
engagement with everyday life. Instead, EXTs emphasise increasing fitness
through structured exercises and correcting movement. Although exercises are
useful, a majority of our participants chose to do self-adapted exercises or
avoided exercise entirely, engaging instead in functional activity (A.1).
Structured exercises did not naturally fit into the home routine, and often
competed for time and energy resources against housework and other homeactivities. This suggests that EXT rehabilitation is disconnected rather than
connected to daily life.
Moreover, EXT systems are typically designed to aid healthcare
professionals in monitoring patient activity and progress (Jansen-Kosterink et
al., 2013; Schönauer et al., 2011). Our findings question this clinician-based
control, as they show that inhabitants are in charge in the home setting,
managing their home-space, time and activity routines. Currently, EXTs
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actually appear to remove user-control, by enforcing activities, and controlling
how as well as where these are performed, as the technology is often fixed in
place. To empower users in the home, the technology should provide usercontrol by allowing PCP to choose when, how, and where to do activity. It
should also allow users to adapt prescribed exercises to suit pain-needs (A.3),
and the specific environment of each home (D1).
Another shortcoming with EXTs is their failure to address CP-specific
psychological barriers, such as pain-related fear (Singh et al., 2014). This is
problematic, as our results show that pain is central to shaping situated activity
(A.3). Similarly, the use of physical tools and home-structures to support painavoidance behaviours are also prevalent in the home, and must addressed by
home-rehabilitation technology (D.2/D.3/D.4).
A potential benefit of EXTs is the social aspect, as our results highlight
that social activity is both motivating and rewarding (B.1/B.2/B.3). Currently,
EXTs support social activity, and could potentially be designed to help PCP
build online connections, allowing people exercise together despite physical
boundaries (B.2). However, it is important that social activity is adaptable to
the individual capabilities of PCP (B.1). Currently, EXTs enforce a certain level
of performance on all players, as game-play levels cannot be adapted to
individual capabilities in multi-player games. In Plow and Finlayson’s (2014)
study, we saw that this caused embarrassment in people with reduced physical
capabilities when they played with family and friends. Our results show that
many PCP already engage in social activities, but participate on their own
terms, according to their own abilities. Thus, although EXTs offer potential for
supporting social activity, it is important that they are further developed to
meet PCP-needs in terms of adapting game-play to individual abilities.
Our results further indicate that PCP may associate the home with social
isolation. In these cases, PCP choose to seek social activity outdoors. However,
EXTs are fixed in the home, and cannot support outdoor activity. This is
another shortcoming, as our results indicate the importance of facilitating
valued activities, both inside and outside of the home-context (B.3/E.2).
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Taken together, these findings indicate that current EXTs are largely
inappropriate for CP home-rehabilitation. Instead, our results point to the
suitability of more flexible technologies, capable of supporting everyday activity
without disrupting the flow of activity and existing arrangements in the home.

5.2. Redefining CP home-rehabilitation
Overall, our results call for a need to redefine the definition of CPrehabilitation in technology-design. Rehabilitation should go beyond exercise,
and correcting movement (Rosati, Roda, Avanzini, & Masiero, 2013; Schönauer
et al., 2011), to empower PCP and encourage healthy everyday behaviour and
valued home-activities. These are inherently more rewarding and motivating
(Singh et al., 2014), while also providing relevant skills and a clearer
understanding of physical improvements in terms of tangible goals (e.g. lifting
plates to higher shelves), rather than more abstract fitness-increases (e.g.
lifting arms 1cm higher).
The technology also needs to be sensitised to psychological factors, such
as psychological barriers and protective behaviour, to minimise negative
experiences of exercise, and frustration with CP-specific difficulties (Singh et
al., 2014). Rehabilitation technology must address the full spectrum of painrelated needs, to facilitate healthy engagement with pain, and increase
confidence in physical capability.
This can be implemented in many different ways. For example, auditory
feedback can be exploited in similar ways to Singh et al. (2014). They used
sound to address psychological barriers and increase positive emotions around
physical activity. Their technology encourages PCP to explore individual
capabilities and set achievable targets, through allowing participants to
personally calibrate system settings and determine their own comfortable and
maximum stretch positions (see Figure 4). The technology is also wearable, and
could support numerous functional activities, such as reaching for shelves, or
bending to tie shoe-laces (meeting A.1 requirements).
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Technology can also be designed to automatically detect avoidancebehaviours and pain, during physical activity (Aung et al., 2013). Continuous
tracking could reduce these behaviours and help PCP gain a better
understanding of the triggers behind their guarding behaviours. This would
enable better pain-management, while meeting PCP needs for a deeper
understanding of the relationship between pain and physical activity.
Our findings show that support for this learning is important (A.4).
Currently, most self-monitoring technologies lack features to help individuals
makes sense of, and learn from monitored movements (Grönvall & Verdezoto,
2013). However, facilitating reflections on the relationship between monitored
movements, pain fluctuations and daily activities can further empower users
through providing a better understanding of their pain, body, and physical
capabilities in the home-context.
In summary, CP home-rehabilitation needs to be redefined, and
reoriented, to support everyday home-activities and a better understanding of
body patterns while accounting for psychological barriers. We need to move
away from home-technology that is detached from pain and valued day-to-day
goals, to design technology that supports engagement with life, and the
richness of everyday activity.

5.2 Design recommendations
In light of our design requirements (Table 2), wearable mobile
technologies seem better suited for home-rehabilitation. While these are not
perfect, as they do not address needs for social activity within the home, they
do empower PCP through allowing individuals to choose their own activities, as
well as when and where to do them, supporting both indoor and outdoor
activity. This is important, as our results indicate that the home itself can be a
barrier to physical activity (e.g. due to home-size, or social isolation). Therefore,
technology should facilitate outdoor activity (B.3) as well as other valued
activity goals. In addressing this, it is important to take into account the wider
context of the home, as well as barriers preventing outdoor activity, e.g.
difficult stairs (E.2).
!
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5.2.1 Personalisation
The technology should be personalised to meet the specific needs of PCP
and their home geographies. Each home is unique in terms of size, spatial
arrangements, and social organisation (Randall et al., 2007). The technology
must be adaptable to individual home-settings and allow PCP to continue
orienting themselves around familiar environments in habitual ways (D.1), but
also challenge maladaptive protective and pain-avoidance behaviours, where
these are present (D.2/D.3/D.4). Furthermore, our results show that the home
geography also impacts on technology acceptance, in terms of aesthetics (C.1)
and privacy issues (C.2). These home-factors also need to be addressed in
system-design, to ensure seamless integration into the home.
Additionally, the technology intervention must be tailored to meet
individual pain needs (A.3/E.1). As pain can change on a daily or even hourly
basis, the technology could either allow participants to self-report pain-levels or
automatically detect pain through monitoring facial expressions and/or
protective behaviour (A.2/A.3; Aung et al., 2013). Motion-tracking technologies
such as the Kinect may be able to accommodate for this in the near future, but
as the technology is currently designed to be fixed in place, continuous home
monitoring difficult. Moreover, while pain may limit physical capabilities, it is
important to recognise that low moods, where separate from pain, should not
influence activity goals. Thus, the system should aim to encourage individuals
to stay active even when they do not feel like it.
Technology should also allow for individuals to calibrate rehabilitationsettings to their personal needs (Johnson, Bianchi-Berthouze, Rogers, & van
der Linden, 2013) and valued life-goals, whether these are functional, social or
fitness-oriented in nature. Here, the technology could borrow self-calibration
insights from Johnson et al. (2013) and design-insights from the SMART2
system (Rosser et al., 2011). SMART2 promotes walking and adequate pacing
through encouraging users to set valued activity goals to achieve on a day-today basis. Goal setting could accommodate for individual preferences in
situated activity, allowing people who enjoy social contact and outdoor activity
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to set outdoor goals (B.3/E.2), and vice-versa for people who prefer staying
indoors (A.1; A.2; D.1).
5.2.2 Feedback
The diversity of situated activities indicates that system-feedback must
be easily changeable and adaptable across many different activity-types.
Functional activity, for example, typically involves activity requiring visual
focus and movement around the house (e.g. reaching for plates). Here, visual
feedback is ill-suited, as there may not be any open surfaces available for the
visual feedback-display. Furthermore, if the functional activity requires visual
attention, visual feedback may be perceived as distracting.
In light of this, audio and vibro-tactile feedback may be more suitable.
Auditory feedback has many advantages for CP technology design (Singh et al.,
2014). Firstly, it is compatible with movement and changing environments, as
it does not require visual fixation (A.1/A.2). Furthermore, auditory feedback
can reduce anxiety, facilitate introspection, and increase mindfulness and
awareness of body patterns (A.4; Vidyarthi, Riecke, & Gromala, 2012).
Additionally, sound has also been proven to facilitate movement and
coordination of motor abilities (Rosati et al., 2013). Thus it appears that sound
is especially suited to functional activity-needs, and for supporting increased
awareness of body patterns.
As previously discussed, audio feedback in the home can be used in a
similar manner to Singh et al.’s (2014) Going-With-The-Flow, where the use of a
wave sound helped shift attention away from feared movements, while
increasing body and movement awareness in people during the activity (see
Figure 4). Their study demonstrates that even relatively simple sounds can
convey meaningful information to support activity. More intricate auditory
feedback can allow for further monitoring of more complex movements. For
example, different sounds could correspond to different body parts, as varying
musical aspects can be mapped onto different movements (Singh et al., 2014).
However, as the complexity of the sound feedback increases, it is also
increasingly important to ensure that the feedback is perceptible and easily
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understandable. Furthermore, audio feedback needs to be subtle, since loud
and awkward sounds may be disruptive to home-life and intrusive or
distracting for other household members.
Technologies such as accelerometers and vibro-tactile sensors may also be
suitable for home-rehabilitation. These can provide subtler, less obtrusive
feedback. Furthermore, they can be easily integrated into wearable systems, or
attached to clothes, to target protective behaviours and increase awareness of
pain-avoidance in PCP (A.4). For example, Johnson, Rogers, Linden, BianchiBerthouze, & Keynes (2012) use these technologies to help students learn the
correct postures for playing the violin. When students’ elbow-positions were
incorrect, a vibro-tactile signal alerted the player. Accelerometers and vibrotactile sensors can be used similarly in the home setting, to alert PCP when
they are endorsing harmful protective behaviours. However, it is important to
consider where these sensors will be used, as different environments will
require different design considerations. For example, sensors used for activities
while showering must be waterproof.
These sensors could be further integrated with audio-based systems, to
provide multimodal feedback with both vibro-tactile and auditory elements.
This may be particularly helpful for encouraging participants to build increased
physical capabilities, through challenging perceived physical limitations and
encouraging slow and steady increases in activity (Singh et al., 2014). It could,
for example, be used to challenge home geography influences on situated
activity, such as home-adaptations and the use of tools, to support activity
(D.1), or avoid certain movements (D.2/D.3/D.4). This relates to the home as a
familiar place, protecting notions of comfort and ease, through allowing
habitual behaviours (Roush & Cox, 2000). However, we need to consider
whether these habitual behaviours support, or limit physical rehabilitation.
Where homes are completely adapted to support pain needs, the homeorganisation may promote inactivity and withdrawal behaviours that are
detrimental to both rehabilitation and pain-management. In these situations,
the technology could challenge harmful home-adaptations and support-seeking
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behaviours, as well as encourage participants to break the negative associations
between pain and activity.

5.3 Methodological applications beyond CP
Our methodology also applies beyond the scope of CP, to the design of
other home-rehabilitation technologies. These can benefit from a deeper
understanding of the home geography, to better match intervention content
and design to the situated needs of the users. Although each home is unique,
home studies allow researchers to tease out important considerations across
different settings, bringing out design-recommendations essential for
minimising abandonment rates of assistive home-technologies.
For HCI researchers, this means stepping back from a strong focus on
technology, and the affordances of technology, to instead examine systemdesign from the bottom up, starting with the home environment and situated
user needs. Here, our study provides a useful methodological framework for
examining situated activity and home geography, while highlighting how these
findings can inform the design of assistive home-technologies. We call on
researchers and healthcare professionals alike to extend research and design
considerations to include the home as housework/routine, social space,
personal space, physical space and the home in a wider context.

5.4 Future directions and limitations
The current study is not without limitations. Ethnographic studies are
typically carried out for a longer period of time, spanning months or even
years. This study may have benefitted from lengthier interviews, additional
observations, and more participants. Furthermore, shadowing techniques
would have allowed a better understanding of home-activities. However, these
methods are highly intrusive in home settings. Furthermore, our participants
belong to a sensitive target-population, and even hour-long interviews were
noticeably demanding and tiring for them.
Although the number of participants was limited (N=8), our data was
extensive, rich and varied, providing both depth and breadth in terms of
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situated activity and home geography. However, the skewed gender
distribution may have biased the findings, as all participants were female.
Research shows that the gender distribution of PCP is typically equal (Breivik et
al., 2006) and our recruitment process involved reaching out to both male and
female participants (see Chapter 3). However, as the study took place over the
summer, many people were unavailable, and several male participants were
recruited but had to reschedule. Due to time limitations, these meetings were
unfortunately cancelled as a result.
Previous research on home geographies suggests that home-activites and
housework may by gendered, as some activities are perceived to be more
commonly carried out by women (Randall et al., 2007). If this is true, our
results regarding the home as housework and routine may not generalise to
men with CP. Further research, with an equal distribution of genders, is
required to investigate this.
The gendering of housework also relates to our understanding of social
grouping. Social grouping greatly influences situated activity, in terms of who
performs home-activities, when, and how (Randall et al., 2007). Furthermore,
social grouping also influences the use and appropriation of home space
between different household members, including aspects of ownership of
space. Due to time and ethics limitations, we were unable to examine social
grouping, and interview other household members. Future research should
address this, to explore the relationship between social grouping, situated
activity and home geography. This may also help us understand the role of local
care-networks on influencing home geography and pain-management practices
(Grönvall & Verdezoto, 2013). For example, how might social support shape
spatial arrangements? How might it influence home-technology use? There is a
need to further investigate CP households, to better understand local carenetworks and explore power-dynamics in terms of housework, painmanagement activities, monitoring practices and spatial ownership (Randall et
al., 2007). In our interviews, PCP rarely mentioned other household members.
This is in itself interesting, and worth further exploration.
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Finally, it would also have been insightful to introduce other
technologies, alongside the Kinect, such as Singh et al.’s (2014) Going-With-TheFlow. The main purpose of this would not be to evaluate the technologies, but
rather to see how reactions might differ and to further explore the acceptance
and integration of different assistive technologies.
!
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION
The present study used ethnographic methods to investigate situated
activity and explore the home geographies of PCP. The main themes that
emerged involved the home as routine/housework, social space, personal space,
physical space, and in a wider context. These factors influenced situated
activity, determining what (functional, social), where (indoors vs. outdoors),
when activities were performed (temporal fluctuations in pain, adequate
pacing, etc.), and how these activities were performed (leveraging spatial
arrangements of the home to support activity and pain-management needs).
These findings suggest that current EXTs are unsuitable for CP homerehabilitation. Instead, it appears that mobile and wearable technologies may
be more appropriate, as these offer more flexible support, feedback and
functionality. Our findings also revealed that personalisation is central to CP
home-rehabilitation technology, and we suggest that a combination of auditory
and vibro-tactile feedback could be used to provide adaptable, informative
support for home-activities.
Overall, our results indicate a need to redefine home-rehabilitation for
CP. The home is already associated with a variety of activities inherently more
rewarding and motivating than exercise. Thus, rehabilitation should shift from
structured exercise and correcting movement, to support already existing
situated activities and valued goals. Rehabilitation should also address CPspecific psychological barriers, to facilitate healthy engagement with pain and
minimise harmful pain-avoidance behaviours. Furthermore, technology should
also support awareness and learning around individual body patterns, as this
will enable better pain-management through facilitating an enhanced
understanding of the relationship between pain, physical capabilities and daily
routines.
This redefinition of home-rehabilitation involves directly promoting
engagement with daily life, by addressing maladaptive psychological barriers,
and building valued abilities readily transferable to everyday activities. This
means providing PCP with the freedom to do physical activity whenever and
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wherever they choose, indoors and outdoors. It would empower them, not only
in physical capability, but also in their ability to manage and understand their
pain.
Finally, this study also shows the importance of applying our
methodological framework in exploratory design-phases of other homerehabilitation technologies. We demonstrate that a deeper understanding of
the home and its relationship to activity practices and perceptions of
technology reveals important design-requirements for assistive hometechnologies. It is time for the home geography to be recognised as force that
actively influences home-life and day-to-day activities – it is time for HCI
research to come home.
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Appendix B: Home ethnography research protocol
!

Prepare!
• Information*sheet*and*consent*form**
• Dictaphone*and*phone*for*recording**
• Bring*camera*(CHARGED*and*LOADED)*
• Kinect**
• Notebook*and*pen**
*
Introductions!
• Present!information!sheet!!
o I*realise*you’ve*probably*already*read*through*this…**
! But,*in*case*if*you*have*any*questions*we*will*go*through*it*
o Describe**
! Research*aim**
! Interview:*daily*activities*and*routines**
! With*your*consent…*
• Audio*record**
• Still*photographs*
o Give*time*to*read*and*ask*questions*
• Present!consent!form!
o Explain**
! For*you*to*see*what*we*are*collecting*and*what*we*want*to*do*with*the*
data**
! Can*change*your*mind**
• We*can*delete*your*data*
! Point*and*explain**
• Audio*record**
• Pictures**
• Please*read*through*and*sign*when*you’re*happy*
! Before*we*start,*let*me*know*if*you’re…**
• Uncomfortable**
• Want*to*take*a*break**
• Want*to*walk*around**
• Need*to*stop**
• Uncomfortable*with*answering*anything*
! Begin*recording**
*
Interview!questions!*
• Demographic!questions!
o What*is*your*age?*
o Sex*(from*observation)*
o How*long*have*you*had*CP?**
o Can*you*tell*me*more*about*your*pain?*
! Where*is*the*location*of*pain?*
! What*type*of*chronic*pain*is*it?*
o Have*you*done*any*painSmanagement*courses*
! If*yes:*
• When*did*you*do*the*painSmanagement*course?*
• Do*you*do*any*prescribed*exercises?*
! If*no:*
• Are*you*in*contact*with*a*physiotherapist?*
• Do*you*do*any*prescribed*exercises?*
• Physical!activity!within!the!home!
o What*activities*did*you*do*yesterday?**
! Ask*for*examples*along*the*way,*for*example:*
• ‘I*did*my*usual*rehab*routine’*
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Can*you*give*me*some*examples*of*the*activities*
involved*in*this*routine?*
! Follow*up*with*probing*questions**
• Ask*about*what,*where,*when,*why,*with*whom,*etc.*
• If*not*mentioned*already,*ask*about*motivation*for*physical*
exercises:*‘What*prompted*you*to*do*activity?’*
• Ask*about*preferences*and*problems**
• Ask*about*relaxation*activities*(particularly*if*they*mention*
exercises)*
• When*presented*with*different*examples*or*varying*nature,*ask*
about*how*the*resulting*activity*experience*differed*
• E.g.*‘I*sometimes*exercise*with*my*partner.’*
o What*exercises*do*you*do*together?*Where?**
o Do*you*prefer*to*exercise*alone*or*with*your*partner?*
Why?*
! Also*ask*about*tools*
o ‘Do*you*use*any*tools*to*help*you*monitor*or*track*
your*activity?’*
o E.g.*Notes?*Mirror?*Technology?*Etc.*(but*don’t*give*
these*examples*
• ‘How*do*you*remember*the*exercises?*
! Make*note*of*interesting/relevant*activities*that*they*might*be*able*to*
show*at*the*end*of*the*interview*session*
o How*were*you*feeling*yesterday,*in*terms*of*pain*and*mood?*
! If*good,*ask*about*activity*on*bad*days*
! If*bad,*ask*about*activity*on*good*days**
• This*is*to*get*a*better*understanding*of*activity*of*a*‘typical’*
good*or*bad*day*
! If*they*talk*about*an*activity*routine*of*some*sort*
• ‘Do*you*always*follow*this*routine?’*
• ‘Under*what*circumstances*might*it*change?’*
During!the!session…!
o Ask*them*to*show*you*some*of*the*activities*they*mention,*and*where*they*did*
the*activity*
! Take*pictures*or*ask*the*participant*to*take*pictures*
! Examine*the*location*and*surrounding*artefacts**
Kinect!!
o After*talking*about*at*least*one*activity*in*some*depth,*introduce*the*Kinect*into*
the*conversation.*Show*our*own*Kinect*video*S*and*present*Kinect*as*an*example*
of*assistive*technology*(not*a*game).**
• ‘What*did*you*think?’*
• See*what*they*pick*up*as*the*most*important*points*
o Bring*out*the*Kinect*device.*Ask*them*to*place*the*system*in*the*home.**
! Pay*careful*attention*to*where*they*put*it*and*what*they*say*
! Ask*follow*up*questions*
• When*would*they*use*it?*
• With*whom?*
• Would*you*prefer*to*leave*the*device*there*to*be*used*at*any*
time?*Or*would*you*bring*it*out*only*when*needed?*
o

•

•

*
•
•
•

!

Final!!
Leave*an*email**
o If*they*think*of*anything*related*to*what*we*talked*about,*send*a*picture*or*a*note**
Your*time*has*been*so*valuable**
o You’ve*been*a*great*help*for*the*research**
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Appendix C: Follow-up interview questions
!
!

•

•

!

Starting!questions!!
o Have*you*had*any*thoughts*since*our*first*interview?*
o What*types*of*things*did*you*think*about?**
! Prompts:*
• Where?-*
• What-type-of-information-could-help-you-betterperform?-*
• Easier/more-rewarding?*
• Surroundings-=-surfaces/furniture?*
• Visual-feedback-display-*
• Tools?-Purpose-of-tools?*
• When/what-time?-*
• How-long?-*
• Remembering?-*
• Difficulties?-*
General!questions!!
o Can*you*tell*me*about*a*time*when*you*recently*did*activity*and*it*
didn’t*go*so*well?**
! Where*
! Imagine*you’re*back*in*this*situation***
! What*were*you*doing**
! As*you*were*doing*the*exercise**
! Get*them*to*talk*in*present*tense**
! Use*prompts*again*
o Can*you*tell*me*about*a*time*when*you*recently*did*activity*and*it*
went*well?*
! Use*prompts*again*
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Appendix D: Screenshot examples of interview coding
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